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Abstract

This research paper addresses a case study of deploying VDI for educa-
tional purposes at Skien Upper Secondary School in Norway. VDI has
been implemented using VDI-in-a-Box and Vendor2’s application for the
IT-services section in the department of vocational training at the school.
The main purposes of the deployment are to compare the performance of
VDI with bare metal desktops with both earlier and current infrastructures
of the section. The metrics of comparison is overall system performance of
the desktops, and the user friendliness and functionality of the VDI desk-
tops.

Three server has been borrowed from HiOA and they were configured
to run as a cluster using vCenter Server. A SAN storage has been created
to accommodate the VDI desktops. For fair comparison,the earlier(old)
desktops with dual core and 6GB memory were compared with weaker
VDI desktops that has dual vCores and 6GB memory.

PerformanceTest 8 has been used to measure the performances in
PassMark values. Thorough precautions of system performance test has
been undertaken prior to running custom scripts that collect and export
the results of fifteen performance iterations on each desktop to.

The analysis of the results of performance tests shows that there is
strong statistical evidence to assert that: the VDI desktops of both vendors
perform better than the old desktops with p-value< 2.2e-16 and confidence
level = 0.9999; The new desktops perform better than the VDI desktops
with p-value< 2.2e-16; VDI desktops of Vendor2 outperform the desktops
generated by VDI-i-a-Box. The User Friendliness and Functionality
survey shows that the desktops of VDI-in-a-Box perform better than those
generated by Vendor2.

It has also been shown that a VDI desktop, with 2 vCores and 6GB
memory that run on the local drive of its ESXi host has scored 38% more
PassMark than a virtual with 4 vCores and 16GB, that run on SAN storage
of the test-bed.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation and case description

The author of this thesis works as a teacher at Skien Upper Secondary
School, in one of the sections for vocational study programmes called ICT-
services. The section offers three program subjects:User and Operational Sup-
port,Operation and Maintenance and Business Support 1.The motivation back
this thesis is the need to explore and evaluate if Virtual desktop infrastruc-
ture(VDI) can replace existing infrastructure used in the mentioned section.

Most of the topics in the courses of ICT-services require high-end work-
stations to perform lab exercises. For instance, each student is required
to set up virtual environment with minimum of one server and one client
virtual machines equipped with latest versions of Windows operating sys-
tems. The virtual machines are loaded with diverse programmes, one could
find in the IT-industry. In addition the students are required to run multiple
operating systems in networking labs. Students are also required to create,
edit and publish instructional videos.

As of today the section makes use of wired workstations that are
expected to accomplish the mentioned lab tasks. These computers reside in
lab rooms and they are not available for other purposes. When the students
take part in common courses, they have to leave the lab rooms and use their
low-end laptops. Such laptops are offered to the students when they first
enter an upper secondary school. They are allowed to keep the laptops for
themselves as long as they are engaged in an upper secondary school.
It is expensive to buy thirty four high-end desktops every fourth year
for a section with economic constraints. The workstations need to be
swapped at the mentioned interval to meet the recommended hardware
requirement of newer versions of Windows operating systems. In addition
the students do not have access to their workstations outside lecture and
lab hours. It is therefore necessary to seek for alternative solutions, to
the existing infrastructure , that is cheaper and gives higher availability.
One of the alternative solutions might be buying few powerful servers
and corresponding software that could offer virtual desktop infrastructure.

1Translation is taken from: http://www.udir.no/PageFiles/87704/Udir-1-2013-
Appendix1-eng.pdf?epslanguage=no
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In VDI implementation, desktop operating systems and software are
installed in virtual machines residing in remote servers [33]. Users will
be able to access the virtual machines remotely using thin clients.This
project will hopefully contribute to solving the challenge mentioned, by
disclosing the performance, user friendliness and available features of the
virtual desktops compared to the existing or the swapped(old) bare metal
desktops.

Total cost of ownership for operating VDI is of course very crucial in
selecting if VDI could replace the stationary desktops mentioned but due
to time constraint, that phase of the challenge will not be covered in this
project. The precise description of the problems that this thesis tries to
resolve is given in the next section.

1.2 Problem Statement

Virtualization is still hot topic today, although server virtualization began
on mainframe computers in the mid-1960s [5, 26, 33]. While it is difficult to
find an enterprise without virtual server, that is not the case when it comes
to virtual desktop[33]. Desktop virtualization seems to lack the attention it
deserves. Having said that, there are some educational institutions which
use VDI in their production environment [2, 8, 11, 25, 29, 32, 43]. Even
though the overarching focus of this project is on the implementation of
VDI for educational purposes, the scope is confined to a specific section at
a department of the author’s workplace mentioned above. Precisely, this
thesis will address the following:

• How does VDI perform compared to the old and existing infrastructure
described in section 1.1? The metrics of comparison that will be considered
are:

– Performance of CPU, memory, hard drive and graphics card of the bare
metal desktop with that of virtual desktop.

– User friendliness and functionality

It has to be clear that for fair comparison, the same computing activities
will be performed on both the virtual and physical desktops. In addition
the specifications of the virtual and bare metal desktops will be as close as
possible. This means that a bare metal desktop with dual core CPU will be
compared to a virtual desktop with two cores.

User friendliness and functionality are also very important. If end-
users, in this case, the students mentioned find VDI difficult to work with,
it is not worth investing for the intended group of users.
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Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Virtualization

Virtualization refers to a technology that enables software environment to
run separate multiple operating systems on a single bare metal computer
simultaneously [30, 42]. The software mentioned here is often called
hypervisor or virtual machine monitor(VMM). One can create virtual
machines that look and feel physical computers by using hypervisors. The
virtual machines will have virtual hard drive, CPU, memory, network
card and other virtual I/O devices. The operating systems in each virtual
machine run independent of each other, but they share the underlying
hardware. There are many benefits of virtualization. The most striking
one is efficient use of underutilised hardware.

2.1.1 Application virtualization

Application virtualization separates the application from the operating
system. Virtual application is a wrap of an application, necessary libraries
and operating system elements in such a way that the wrap runs without
utilising operating system [24, 40].This allows that different applications
can coexist and run without affecting each other, as they operate as
standalone applications. End-users benefit from this, because they avoid
troubleshooting incompatible software on their operating systems [6, 37].
Applications can be virtualized using one of the tools; VMware’s ThinApp,
XenApp from Citrix and App-V from Microsoft.

2.1.2 Desktop virtualization

Virtual desktop refers to virtual machine that offer desktop operating
system. Such a virtual machine is executed locally on a client hardware
or remotely on a server[2]. The former is known as client-based while the
later is defined Host-based . Host-based virtual desktop does not need
a client with high computing power since the computation will be done
in the remote server. Hence, such virtual desktops can be accessed not
only through laptops and old desktops, but also thin clients such as tablets
and mobile phones. On the contrary, client-based virtual desktop requires

3



Figure 2.1: Virtualized server with many VMs compared with non
virtualized single server with single operating server

that the client has high computing power, as every computation will take
place locally on the client. In both cases, the virtual machines will run as
standalone operating systems on the same hardware. Turning off one of the
virtual machines, will not terminate the other ones. This thesis will focus
on implementation of host-based virtual desktops.

2.1.3 Server virtualization

Server virtualization enables running of multiple virtual machines on a
single physical server. In this case , the virtual machines are preloaded
with server operating systems [22]. In a similar manner as to with
virtual desktops mentioned in section 2.1.2, the virtual servers operate
independently. As we can look at figure 2.11, the virtual machines are
consolidated on a server. Each of these servers can offer different services.
This promotes better utilisation of the hardware resources. This is of course
one of the advantages of virtualization, where the underlying hardware can
run multiple services to minimise the size of idle system resources. This
benefit will also be mentioned later in section 2.4.

2.2 Type I and II Hypervisors

Hypervisor is defined as software used to create and manage virtual
machines. There are two types of hypervisors often called as Type I
and II. Figure 2.2 shows clear difference between these two. In Type I
hypervisor, the software is installed on bare metal servers. As such, the
hypervisor separates the the metal from the virtual machines. In this case
the hypervisor has direct contact with the server devices and plays a key
role in allocating resources to each virtual machine. Virtual machines will
have to be installed on the top of the hypervisor. Type II hypervisor, on
the other hand, need to be installed on a host operating system. The

1Taken from: http://goo.gl/MZy6PP
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Figure 2.2: Type I and II hypervisors.

virtual machines will then be installed on the hypervisor. There are fewer
performance overheads on type I compared with type II due the extra
operating system layer in type II. Table 2.1 shows the different types of
hypervisors. Type II and I are also known as bare-metal and hosted
hypervisor respectively[24, 42]. In a hosted hypervisor, the hypervisor will
coexist parallel with the other applications on the operating system that
host the hypervisor.

Type I hypervisors are often used in the data-centre while type II are
usually installed on desktops or high-end laptops. Type II hypervisors are
easier to install and manage. With type II hypervisors , one can set up a
network of operating systems for lab exercises. They can also be used to
add extra operating system in addition to the host operating system. They
suit best to seek for compatibility issues of new applications in different
types of operating systems.

Type II hypervisors offer limited number virtual machines subject to
the underlying hardware specifications of a single computer. In Type I
hypervisors, in contrast , the number of virtual machines can elastically
be expanded by adding new hosts to an existing cluster of hosts.

Type I Type II
VMware ESXi Microsoft Hyper-V
xenServer VMware Workstation
Hyper-V Sun VirtualBox
KVM VMware Player

Fusion
Parallels

Table 2.1: List of Type I versus Type II hypervisors

5



Figure 2.3: VMware vSphere client, vSphere Web Client and vCenter Server

2.2.1 VMware ESXi

VMware ESXi is one of the Type I hypervisors mentioned in section 2.2. As
such , the software can run directly on a bare metal server. It is used to set
up data centre for enterprises on single or multiple hosts. VMware ESXi is
free to use but one can unlock extra features of the software by buying
license with no need of reinstalling it after trial period [18]. To access
VMs on VMWare ESXi host, one can either use vSphere Client or vSphere
Web Client. The later requires that vSphere vCenter Server application
runs in a Linux or Windows virtual server residing in one of the ESXi
hosts that will be administered by vCenter Server. Enterprises need to
buy this software to unleash features that does not exist in vSphere Client
such as cloning of virtual machines, creating templates to populate VMs
of the same kind, creating clusters, managing multiple VMware ESXi hosts
centrally and vMotion, to mention some. The later allows live migration of
VMs across VMware ESXi hosts without service interruption. This ensures
high availability and fault tolerance[18] which is very important specially
for medium and large enterprizes. Figure 2.32 shows that one can access
the aggregate of virtual machines residing on VMware ESXi using either
vSphere Client or vSphere Web Client.

2.2.2 Microsoft Hyper-V

Microsoft Hyper-V is virtualization platform which comes in two
flavours;Hyper-V Standalone and Windows Server Hyper-V. The former is
completely free,type I hypervisor, with limited features but the later is pro-
prietary type II hypervisor with rich functions[35]. Hyper-V Standalone
is lightweight and runs without GUI. One needs to use another Windows
operating system, with Hyper-V client feature enabled, to access, create
and manage VMs on the Hyper-V host.Such a Hyper-V manager is also
available on the Windows Server Hyper-V. Hyper-V manager is nice tool
to manage one or two Hyper-V hosts and their VMs.It is good at the ba-
sic tasks such as creating VMs, virtual switches, virtual storage and others

2Taken from: http://www.vmware.com/
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Figure 2.4: Components of System Center Configuration Manager 2012 [28]

available on the Hyper-V interface. If you want to manage large scale en-
terprise Hyper-V hosts, however, you need System Center Virtual Machine
Manager(SCVMM) that can do more than the basic tasks mentioned[34].

It is not possible to buy SCVMM separately from the System Center
2012 suit shown in figure 2.43. If you buy System Center Configuration
Manager 2012(SCCM2012), then it will include many more components.
Each of these has different features as their name imply. System
Center Virtual Machine Manager, for instance, deals with managing
and deploying virtual machines. System Center Configuration Manager
provides multi-hypervisor virtualization management including Hyper-V,
VMware vSphere and Citrix XenServer[10].

2.2.3 Citrix XenServer

Citrix XenServer is Type I hypervisor. The software can therefore be
installed on bare metal server.Xen Server starts automatically a privileged
virtual machine known as dom0 which has direct access to the underlying
hardware[38]. This virtual machine provide a driver stack that allows other
guests to access the devices of the host. This means if the Dom0 virtual
machine is not up and running , then none of the guests will be able to get
virtual devices, this would practically mean that no virtual machine will
work at all.

Citrix XenSserver supports both paravirtualization and full virtualiza-
tion. Full virtualization (Hardware assisted virtualization) will work with
virtualization enabled CPUs such as AMD-v or Intel-VT. Paravirtualiza-
tion is virtualization technique where guests need to be modified prior to

3From:http://windowsitpro.com/system-center-2012/what-s-new-system-center-
2012-service-manager-sp1
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Figure 2.5: Paravirtualization and full virtualization in Citrix XenServer

installation to increase their performance[3]. Paravirtualization does not
allow hardware emulation, instead an interface that is used to convey sys-
tem calls between a virtual machine and its hypervisor. Windows can not
be installed in paravirtualization mode because it can not be modified and
does not have paravirtualized kernel 4 [38]. Figure 2.5 5 shows how vir-
tualization and hardware assisted virtualization are implemented in Citrix
XenServer.

2.3 Virtual Desktop Infrastructure

Virtual Desktop Infrastructure (VDI) is a mechanism that allows virtual
desktops run on the top of type I hypervisor in data center[39]. Users
will be able to access the virtual desktops using thin client remotely.
The computation will be done in the virtual desktop residing on the
server, hence the client accessing the virtual desktop does not have to be
powerful. On the server side, however , robust cluster of servers with high
computation capabilities are recommended. There are a number of factors
that affect availability and user experience of the virtual desktop. Network
stability and bandwidth size between the client and remote virtual desktop
will of course affect availability and user experience. The performances
of the CPU, storage and RAM on the server side will also determine the

4List of distributions that run as VM in paravirtualization mode:
http://wiki.xen.org/wiki/DomU_Support_for_Xen

5From:http://goo.gl/NIzcFb
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quality of the end user experience.

2.4 Benefits and Disadvantages of VDI

Nowadays, servers are equipped with powerful components which make
possible to run multiple virtual machines in order to utilise the underlying
hardware efficiently. In addition, as the virtual desktops are consolidated
into few hosts, centralising the management of the virtual desktops reduces
the overall maintenance cost compared to physical desktops[33]. Since VDI
abstracts the hardware, users can use diverse thin clients and even bring
their own device and yet have full access to the enterprise desktops. Such
hardware independence will obviously reduce the costs of desktop image
administration. The cost reduction is more apparent when the desktops are
heterogeneous and need diverse device drivers. The abstraction also allows
users to start different operating systems on the same bare metal without
thinking of the hardware drivers and diverse incompatibilities seamlessly.

The refresh cycle of thin clients can be estimated from 8 to 10 years as
opposed to that of desktops which normally is from three to four years[2].
Thin clients are much cheaper than high-end desktops.High retirement age
and low investment costs of the thin clients are, therefore, apparent benefits
of deploying VDI compared to traditional high-end desktop solution. The
footprints of virtual desktops are much less than physical desktops, the
extra space one gets due to VDI implementation can not be neglected.
At the author’s workplace for example, with VDI implementation, the
two vacant lab rooms will trigger the need to admit two extra classes or
eventually use them for other purposes .

In VDI scenarios, one will create a "golden" image. After that, the vir-
tual desktops will be created as link clones of the the golden image. Updat-
ing and patching of the golden image will be mirrored to the clones. This
means that the maintenance focus will be difrected to the singe golden im-
age or few golden images, instead of dealing with hundreds or thousands
of desktops.
The energy consumption of the virtual desktops with their respective hosts
and thin clients is much lower than corresponding sum of energy consump-
tion by the same number of physical desktops[2, 11]. This contributes to the
reduction of co2 emission, and thereby helping enterprises transform their
IT to greener one. It is apparent that there will be cost savings in the form
of lower electricity bill, due such the transformation.

With VDI, securing virtual desktops is much easier compared to
desktops spread in different rooms of an organisation. One can lock
a compromised virtual desktop easily[8]. At the author’s workplace,
reinstalling of Windows image, due to unrepairable error, takes about two
hours. The time it takes to provide users with new virtual desktop from a
pool is a matter of minutes[40]. VDI ensures high availability since users
can access their virtual desktop whenever and where ever from as long as
they are connected to the Internet [33, 39].

Having get through the benefits of VDI, it is important to discuss its
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limitations and disadvantages. Since the computation will be done on
the server, VDI requires investment of powerful servers. The bandwidth
of the network, both on the server and client side,can limit the number
of virtual desktops that can start concurrently. Consequently, some users
may not get access to their desktops or the user productivity may reduce
drastically. Consolidating thousands of virtual desktops into data center
exposes vulnerability issue.If the datacenter is down, so do the virtual
desktops in it. It is therefore necessary to set up redundancy servers to
maintain up time in case some servers stop serving due to hardware or
software failure. The storage that can house and serve large number of
virtual desktops plays crucial role in VDI. Storage problem of a single
desktop will affect only that desktop, but similar problem in the data center
will affect multiple virtual desktops. The type of periphery components
that a virtual desktop supports will depend on the type of thin client.
The lack of a given periphery interface on a thin client may lead to
buying more expensive client. Hence system administrators must have in-
depth knowledge of VDI’s hardware and software capabilities as well as
limitations[14, 39].

2.5 VDI technologies overview

VMware, Microsoft and Citrix has market share of providing software
for desktop virtualization: 47%,24% and 8% respectively6. The author
of this thesis will,therefore, focus on VDI technologies based on the
hypervisors from those three vendors of virtualization. With the purpose
of wining in the market of VDI deployment, Citrix, Microsoft and VMware
have published white papers [7, 13, 21] that show the strengths of their
products and the weaknesses of counterparts.In the next subsections, a
brief introduction of VDI solutions will be addressed.

2.5.1 VMware Horizon View

VMware Horizon View is a VDI platform from VMware Inc. that provide
virtual desktop and virtual application all in one. VMware Horizon
View supports two types of display protocols, Microsoft Remote Desktop
Protocol (RDP) and PC over IP (PCoIP)). PCoIP is best for high bandwidth
connection between thin clients and virtual desktops. It offers high-
definition audio and video streaming, transfer of graphics with high
resolution seamlessly [19]. In contrast , RDP can be used for corresponding
low bandwidth connection. System Administrators can allow end-users to
choose the protocol that fits best from now and then.
VMware Horizon View has additional components which offer connection
management, provisioning and authentication. Figure 2.6 shows an
example of VDI deployment scenario where one could inspect the roles of
each extra component such as View Agent, View Client, View Connection

6http://marketrealist.com/analysis/stock-analysis/technology/enterprise-
software/charts/?featured_post=81962&featured_chart=84362
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Figure 2.6: An Example of Horizon View environment[19]

Server, View Portal, View Administrator, View Composer, View Transfer
Server and vCenter Server.

2.5.2 Citrix VDI-In-a-Box

Citrix VDI-in-a-Box is another software that competes with VMware
Horizon View. It offers virtual desktop solution and it has built-in
features such as connection broker, desktop provisioning, user profile
management and load balancing [15]. The necessary components and
software are packaged altogether into virtual appliance that can run on
industry standard servers. According to Citrix, although VDI-in-a-Box
runs on XenServer with higher performance, it is important to mention
that it runs on both VMware vSphere and Microsoft Windows Server 2012
Hyper-V as well. It supports HDX and RDP connection protocols where
the former is used for high bandwidth user experience and the later for
low bandwidth. VDI-In-a-Box supports DirectX3D too [15].

2.5.3 VDI using Windows Server 2012R2

Remote Desktop Services(RDS) is one of the server roles that need to
be added to a Windows Server 2012R2, in this case, in order to extend
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the server’s capabilities of providing users remote access to desktops
within corporate network or across Internet [27]. The desktops could
be either physical or virtual. Actually, RDS can be configured to run
in one of the following forms: Virtual machine-based desktops where
users access the remote virtual desktops (VDI) and the second is Session-
based Desktops. Session-based Desktop allows remote users to connect
to desktop sessions or RemoteApp programs running on Remote Desktop
Session Host(RDSH)[27].

Some of the new features[27] in the latest version of Windows server,
Windows Server 2012R2, include the following:

• Session Shadowing which means that system administrators or
support team can connect to sessions or cast a shadow of the remote
desktops to help users remotely. Users will be prompted to approve
the the remote connection.

• Quick Reconnect- Reconnection speed is improved

• Data De-duplication. With this feature, the disk capacity needed to
set up and run a pool of virtual desktops will be reduced drastically.

• Dynamic display customisation. The display resolution of the remote
desktop will be dynamically changed with the resolution of the client
device.

• Improved compression and bandwidth usage. By using a better
codecs, higher compression ratio is achieved. This in turn provides
better bandwidth utilisation. According to [27], video content over
WAN can be compressed up to 50% compared to similar compression
in earlier Windows server version , Windows Server 2012.

• Improved RemoteApp experience.

• RemoteFX. Graphic intensive applications that entirely depend on
DX11.1 will run on virtual desktop. Another built-in feature
of RemoteFX is dynamic increase of virtual memory for virtual
desktops. If one adds more memory chips to a server hosting virtual
desktops, then the virtual desktops will dynamically be allowed to
get extra memory.

RDS has several role services. Table 2.2 shows an overview of these services
with their corresponding functions.

2.6 Related work

In this section earlier related works will be presented. It seems striking
to start with pilot project made in [4] where the authors deployed virtual
desktop in attempt to reduce cost while maintaining as good as or better
user experience. In that project Citrix XenServer was used as a hypervisor
and thirty combinations of virtual Windows XPs and Windows 7s were
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Role service name Role service description
RD Virtualization Host Used to deploy pooled or personal virtual

desktop collections.
RD Session Host Enables a server to host RemoteApp programs

or session-based desktops.
RD Connection Broker

• Allows reconnection to existing virtual
desktops, RemoteApp programs and
session-based desktops.

• Enables you to uniformly dispense load
among RD Session Host servers.

• It Allows you access virtual desktops in a
virtual desktop collection.

RD Web Access Allows users to access their virtual desktops
via start menu of Windows 7 , Windows 8 or
through web browser.

RD licensing Allows you administer licensing required to
connect RemoteApp programs or virtual desk-
tops.

RD Gateway Allows authorised users to connect their virtual
desktops or RemoteApp programs remotely.

Table 2.2: RDS role service names and descriptions [27]

deployed. The authors could not verify the achieved cost-efficiency of their
work although they conclude that virtual desktops were more cost-efficient
compared to traditional physical desktops.

The authors of [2] had deployed DVI but this time to find out the
reduction of power consumption compared to the traditional physical
desktops. The virtualization technology used for this purpose was
constraint to the thin client device called N-Computing which consumes
about 5 watt. The virtualization software comes with the client device.
They conclude that the power consumption gap increases drastically as
the number of the compared desktops increase. Similar investigation has
been made by [11]. They have used VMware ESXi as hypervisor and
VMware View to create VDI environment. They show that although the
initial deployment price was high, on the long run VDI implementation
reduced TCO(total cost of ownership). They appeal enterprises to deploy
VDI to make IT-systems greener.

According to [24], virtualization enhances IT-services. Their proposal
was aimed at virtualizing components of IT-systems such as desktops,
servers, storage and networking. The authors point out advantages and
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limitations of virtualizing an infrastructure. Their focus was IT-service
enhancement using virtualization. Although they do not show their own
experiments, their claims are backed up by rigorous literature survey
followed by good logical explanation.

A case study at Garland Independent School District [1] with over
30,000 computing devices shows good result of deploying VDI. The authors
show that Cisco Unified Data Center solutions were implemented to
run VDI using VMware Horizon View. X-IO storage is implemented to
increase performance and liability of the storage system in the data center.
According to the experiments of their customers, AutoCad rendering takes
four minutes instead of 80 minutes. In addition, the authors claim that
server deployment is reduced from four days to one hour. Update time
requirements are also reduced from months to one night in that case study.

The experiences made after two years of VDI deployment by [8] can be
summarised as follows. A VDI cluster with five Dell M7110HD servers,
each with two processors and sum of available memory 1.2 TB was used to
deploy VDI. The author chose VMware ESXi with VMware Horion View
5 to implement VDI. One of the hosts that ran 84 Virtual machines shows
that its processors were running at 64% of their maximum performance
capacity. That was typical workload of the VDI implementation in a
random day. With this, the author concluded that VDI implementation
was running as expected and provided users the convenience of running
corporate software on any device, at any time and from anywhere. It
is worth mentioning that the author had not only implemented but also
administered the VDI solution.
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Chapter 3

Approach

As mentioned in chapter 2, VDI can be set up in different ways. But for
this thesis, the it team of the school has ordered to focus on two VDI
solutions:VDI-in-a-Box and VDI solution from Vendor2. The name of the
second vendor can not be disclosed in this document, due the constraints
imposed in the license agreement of the software used to create the VDI
solution. The details as to how the the test bed environment is set up and
methods used will be covered in the next sections.

3.1 Test-bed Design and Specifications

3.1.1 The Topology of the test Network

In order to maintain the stability of the production network and at the same
time provide real environment scenario for VDI implementation, a number
of measures has been taken. A firewall is set up to avoid unattended
connection of devices to the test network. At the same time, a number of
Ethernet ports from the classroom join the test network. This ensures that
the students can plug in cables to access virtual desktops provided from
the servers.
As is shown in figure 3.1, one of the NICs of firewall computer is connected
to the test network and the other end is connected to the experimental
VLAN51 network. That VLAN is again connected to the gateway of the
experimental networks at the school. The test environment is, therefore
,completely isolated not only from the production network but also from
the lab VLANs at the school. It is worth mentioning that the switches and
Ethernet ports used to connect the diverse devices support 1000/100 speed.
The students’ desktops have two NICs. One of them is connected to the
production network and the other is connected to an existing test network.
The test network were used to set up hands-on networking labs in one of
the courses that the students take. Some of the cables and ports of the
test network are now used to connect VDI environment with the students’
computers. Wireless access point is also added to the test network to allow
wireless access to the VDI from students’ laptops. The wireless network
that radiate from the wireless access point is secured with WPA2 AES
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encryption to avoid causal browsing and spare the network from undesired
data traffic. A workstation is set up to administer the test-bed remotely
since the ESXi hosts, the firewall and storage server reside in a cool server
room which normally is not the right place to sit and work.

3.1.2 Hardware specifications

In this subsection, specifications of the hardware used in the test-bed will
be presented. It is crucial to present such specifications since every test-bed
is not the same and the experiences and test results will vary with respect
to the device types one uses. Moreover, such information is important
for those who want to build feature work on the topic of this thesis. As
mentioned earlier, for better utilization of the three hosts used in the test-
bed, a cluster has been created. The CPU and Memory capacities of the
three hosts are aggregated to two source pools. The size of the aggregate
is given in table 3.1. The table also shows total number of available
logical cores and storage capacity. Three identical rack servers were used

Resource Type Disposable amount
CPU resource 57 GHz
Logical cores 48
Memory 71.97 GB
Storage 1.34 TB
Hosts 3

Table 3.1: Summary of cluster size used in the test-bed

as hypervisor hosts. Regarding the specifications of each of these hosts are
given in table 3.2. RAID 0 configuration has been implemented because
the author wanted to pave storage for control VMs that will run directly
on the system disks of the hosts. However, these VMs were not exposed
to the students to maintain the uniformity of the available VMs to them.
In production environment, one has to ensure high availability by some
means. It is perhaps cheapest to add a hard drive and configure RAID 1 for
that purpose at the beginning of system installation.

The test-bed includes three switches, a desktop and a tower server
as well. The last two serve as firewall and storage respectively. Their
hardware specifications are given in table 3.3. All other computers, both
bare metal and virtual are listed in table 3.4. These computers take part in
performance test. In order to refer their names easily in chapter 4, they are
assigned alias. The alias names will be used in some of the diagrams.

3.1.3 Software specifications

The test environment utilises different auxiliary software and operating
systems as shown in table 3.5 . Figure 3.2 shows logical overview of
software and hardware components engaged in the environment. The
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Feature Description
Manufacturer Dell Inc.
Model PowerEdge R610
Processors 2x Quad-core Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU

E5530 @ 2.40GHz
Hyperthreading Active
Intel Turbo Boost Technology enabled up to 2.66 GHz
Total Memory 23,99 GB
Number of NICs 8
Number of logical CPU 16
Hard drive 2x SAS 10K, 146GB
Operating System VMware vSphere 6

Table 3.2: Hardware specifications of PowerEdge R610 rack servers used as
hypervisor hosts

Windows servers hosting SQL database, software from vendor2, vCenter
Server and vdi-in-a-box are joined to ikt.vdi domain which is created for
the test environment. The windows clients and and ESXi hosts are all joined
to the mentioned domain as well. The domain is set up in Windows Server
2012R2. Active directory users and computers has been used to centrally
manage and authenticate users while accessing Windows clients, domain
resources, all Windows servers in the test network, vCenter Server and
ESXi hosts via vSphere clients. Domain users are set up to use vSphere Web
Client too. The underlying hypervisor for both VDI solutions is VMware
vSphere 6 trial version. DNS is installed on domain controller in order to
resolve for both local host names and global domain names.

pfSense

pfSense is a free network firewall based on the FreeBSD operating system.
This firmware is installed in an old server with two gigabit NICs. The
manual of the product is used to install and configure the firewall[12]. Here
are the concise steps from installation to the core configurations.

• Download the software from pfsense.org.

• Rufus software is used to load the installation iso image on USB
thumb drive

• Boot the firewall computer from USB and hit enter to boot it the
default way.

• Configure fast IP addresses on the two NICs of the desktop computer
used as firewall.

– NIC facing WAN has a predefined IP address,10.133.51.65
– NIC facing the test network has an IP address of 192.168.1.1.This

address will be the default gateway for all devices and virtual
machines in the test network
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Device Specification
3x ProSafe Plus JGS524Ev2 24 gigabit ports switch
HP ProLiant ML150 G3 Tower server

• Quad-Core Intel® Xeon® processor
E5310 1.6GHz

• Memory: 8GB DDR2-667Hz

• RAID5 controller 6xSAS 146GB 15K

• NIC:HP NC7781 Gigabit Server
Adapter 10/100/1000

• Operating system: Ubuntu 14.04
Server

• Role: Storage

HP Compaq dc5800 Desktop

• HP Compaq dc5800 Intel Core 2
duo E4600 2.4GHz

• Memory:DDR2-800Hz

• NIC: 2x TG-3468 Gigabit Adapter

• Operating system: pFsense

• Role: Firewall

Table 3.3: Hardware specifications of some more devices in the test-bed.
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Software Description
VMware vSphere 6 Hypervisor installed on hosts

ESXi1,ESXi2 and ESXi3
vCenter Server Installed on Windows Server

2012R2(192.168.1.9). Used to manage the
test infrastructure

SQL Server 2014 Installed on Windows Server 2012R2:
192.168.1.151. Vendor2 needs database
for its composer

VDI-in-a-Box VDI manager appliance(192.168.1.124).
Used to administer and deploy virtual
desktops.

Windows Server 2012R2 Installed on virtual machine:192.168.1.8.
Used as domain controller and DNS
server for the infrastructure.

Vendor2’s administration
console and connection
server

Installed on Windows Server
2012R2(192.168.1.4). Used to manage and
create virtual desktops

Desktop agent for VDI-in-a-
Box

Installed on virtual desktops. Used to
maintain connection and access to the
virtual desktop from thin clients

Citrix Receiver Installed on thin clients. Used to access
virtual desktops provisioned by VDI-in-
a-Box manager

Desktop agent for Vendor2’s
VDI solution

Installed on virtual desktops. Used to
maintain connection and access to the
virtual desktop from thin clients

Vendor2 client Installed on thin clients. Used to access
virtual desktops provisioned by Vendor2

Windows 7 Professional Installed on virtual machines. Used as
virtual desktops will be provisioned by
both VDI solutions

Windows 8 Enterprise Installed on virtual machines. Used as
virtual desktops and are supposed to give
better user experience on touch devices

Table 3.5: Overview of software used in the test environment
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• Type 99 to install pfsense on the hard drive

• Default options are accepted at this stage

• Select option to install multiprocesssing kernel since the desktop’s
processor is dual core.

• Reboot the machine

• Type the LAN IP address of the firewall on a web browser. In this
case the address is 192.168.1.1. Log on with default credentials: user
name admin and password pfsense.

The basic set up page starts. Type preferred hostname, pfsense is typed.
Supply domain name, ikt.vdi is supplied. On the primary DNS server
field the local dns address is given 192.168.1.8. The Windows dns server is
domain controller too. The public DNS address 8.8.8.8 provided by google
is filled in as a secondary DNS. Accept default time server information.
Regarding WAN settings, a predefined static IP of 10.133.51.65 is given
earlier nothing to change right now. On the same page select the option to
block private addresses on this side of the network, as the test network lies
in side another private network. Bogon networks(network traffic that are
reserved but not yet assigned by the IANA) are also blocked. Hit save, the
WAN configuration will be saved and proceed to the LAN configuration.
The default IP address 192.168.1.1/24 is configured on the NIC facing the
test network. With this a maximum of 253 IP addresses will be released
from this firewall and hit next to change the default password of admin
user. On the servicespage > DHCP Server , select LAN tab to reserve fast
IP-addresses to those that deserve or require. You need to fill a mapping
form MAC address and corresponding desired IP of the devices. The IP
addresses should not be from the DHCP release pool or it should at least
be available at the time of configuration. On the dashboard page of the
status category, one can read basic information of the firewall,for this test
environment no further configurations are made right now.

Importing users to Active directory using PowerShell

As mentioned earlier, domain controller was set up in the test environment.
The students’ accounts are created using PowerShell script and a csv file.
In order to simplify user management, the students were requested to fill
an electronic form voluntarily. That form had the following fields:lastname,
firstname and customusername. They are expected to fill their usual system
user name in the customusername field. The students are assigned the same
first time password and required to change that password to their preferred
one. The registration form creates an excel file and that file is converted to
csv file for easier import of users by using PowerShell. The registration
was meant only to allow them access the virtual desktops. By the end of
the project the author will destroy collected information. Both the csv file
and the PowerShell script has to reside in the same folder in the domain
controller. Right click and run the PowerShell script as administrator, the
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users will show up in the pre-created OU named as Students OU.This OU
is under ikt.vdi node in Active Directory Users and Computers tool. The
content of the PowerShell script importusers.ps1 is displayed in listing 3.1.

1 Import−Module Act iveDirec tory
2 $VDIusers = Import−Csv −Del imi ter " ; " −Path " . \ users . csv "
3 foreach ( $VDIuser in $VDIusers )
4 {
5 $OU = "OU=Students ,DC=ik t ,DC=vdi "
6 $Password = $VDIuser . password
7 $f i rs tname=$VDIuser . f i r s tname
8 $lastname=$VDIuser . lastname
9 $Fullname = $f i rs tname + " " + $lastname

10 $VDIusername = $VDIuser . customusername
11 New−ADUser −Name $Fullname −SamAccountName $VDIusername
12 −UserPrincipalName $VDIusername −DisplayName $Fullname
13 −GivenName $f i rs tname −Surname $lastname
14 −AccountPassword ( ConvertTo−SecureSt r ing $Password −

AsPlainText −Force )
15 −Enabled $true −Path $OU
16 }

Listing 3.1: Import users using the PowerShell script importusers.ps1

Listing 3.2 shows extracts of the first two rows from users.csv file. The first
row is heading and the remaining rows of users.csv are populated with list
of users. An example of non-existing user is depicted to show expected
pattern of user list in that file.

1 Lastname ; f i r s tname ; password ; customusername
2 Nordmann ; Ola ; Skien123 ; NorOle1280

Listing 3.2: User list in the users.csv file

vCenter Server

vCenter server is also installed on Windows server 2012R2 to manage
the infrastructure centrally and easily. One has to add the ESXi hosts
that lie in the same network in order to administer the hosts centrally.
vCenter Server runs continuously in background[20]. One can use vSphere
Client or vSphere Web Client to access and do administrative tasks on
vCenter Server. vCenter Server monitors the hosts and virtual machines
continuously as long as the network connectivity is maintained.

For this test-bed, Windows Server 2012R2 virtual machine which
resides in ESXi2 is used. Trial version of vCenter Server was downloaded
from the web sites of VMware. You need to create user account and log
on with that to download VMware products. The downloaded ISO file
is mounted to the mentioned virtual machine and start installation from
auto run menu. When the installation wizard starts, customise and follow
upcoming pages as described in the product manual[41]. Here are the core
steps of vCenter Server 6.0 installation:

• The prerequisites of vCenter Server are:

– Active directory domain or LDAP services and DNS
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– Database server

– Statically configured IP address of windows server hosting the
vCenter Server

• The name of the server can not be changed after deployment of
vCenter Server or it will require you redeployment of vCenter Server.
It is therefore necessary to make server name at this stage if necessary.

• Join the server hosting vCenter Server to the domain of the test-bed,
ikt.vdi. As mentioned the domain controller has also DNS role.

• Assign the virtual machine static IP, 192.168.1.9

• Start vCenter Server installation from the ISO file

• Select Create a new vCenter Single Sign-On domain, type domain
name.This is not the same as the active directory domain name.
This is just for single sign on domain as the name implies. Supply
the password. The default vsphere.local is selected. Provide the
password. Note that the user name is then administrator@vsphere.local.

• Embedded database is selected. This is good enough for the test
environment. On the next page list of ports that should be allowed
through firewall is shown. As the VDI components are isolated in test
network ,there was no need to configure the firewall.

• Default destination is selected and installation is finished.

• Next step is configuration of the vCenter Server.

After installation is complete, type the name or IP address of the
Windows server that host vCenter Server on a web browser. Log on the
single sign-on site with your credentials. In this environment, the first
configuration starts with creating a data center named as VDIdataCenter.
Then hit Home icon and select Hosts and Clusts to add ESXi hosts.You need
your host credentials to add them to vCenter Server. This has got fine. The
three hosts are added. Select the data center node to create a cluster.

VDIClusters is created and the hosts are joined to the cluster.
During cluster configuration vSphere HA has been activated to ensure

high availability but later the feature was deactivated due to limited
available resources. Under the VDIClusters node a resource pools has
been created to utilise the available hardware resources efficiently. Each
host contributes its resource to the cluster and one can partition the total
available resource of all hosts in the cluster into smaller parts known as
resource pools. In this environment two resource pools are created named
as VDInormaloperation and VDIprioritized. Virtual machines that need more
processing power and memory has to be moved to the resource pool with
larger capacity. To ensure stable operation one should reserve minimum
amount of CPU and memory to a given resource pool while opening the
option to utilise idle hardware resources.
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vSphere Web Client shows many more configuration options than the
alternative vSphere Client. When you select a node on the navigator pane,
details about the node is shown the right pane. Remote Console was
downloaded in order to log on to the running virtual machines easily.

Preparing storage for the VDI solutions

VDI implementation demands high hardware resource capacity. The
servers borrowed from HiOA were performing god but they had limited
storage capacity. To overcome this limitation an old server with six 160GB
SAS drives was supposed to serve as data store. Three attempts were made.
Each of these will be described here.

FreeNAS

The first attempt was installing and configuring FreeNAS on the mentioned
old server. FreeNAS is an open source network-attached storage operating
system which does not require high computing capacity of a computer
during installation[23]. The latest version supports only 64 bit processor.
As the server has RAID controller, logical volume RAID0 was created
for best performance.On a production set up, RAID0 set up may cause
problems. 800GB free space as data store could be provision. But when you
create a volume that will be shared later, you need to decide the file system
type. There are two options to choose: ZFS or UFS. ZFS requires higher
hardware resource. Therefore, UFS file system was selected. We could now
share the volume as NFS file system to make it available as a data store for
the ESXi hosts. To add storage, select an ESXi host, then configuration tab
and under storage, hit add, NFS type has to be selected. The data store was
successfully created and attached to an ESXi host. This solution offered
slow data storage. As mentioned earlier the devices are connected using
Cat6 cables and each port support giga bit transfer speed. As such the user
experience should not be as slow as it apparently become.

After discussing the challenge with the author’s supervisor, the bottle
neck of the proposed storage solution was pinpointed. The FreeNAS had
its own files sytem on the top of that NFS file system was created. Once
again on the top of NFS, vSphere needs a file system called vmfs which
will be used when one creates virtual machine. On the top of vmfs ,
NTFS file system of Windows was implemented. Those many layers of
file systems degrade performance of the storage thereby the whole system.
This approach was therefore discarded.

iSCSItarget on Ubuntu 14.04

The second attempt was installing Ubuntu 14.04 on the same physical
server and then installing iSCSItarget on it. This was selected in an attempt
to reduce the number of file system layers and thereby increase the storage
performance. ISCSItarget provides raw storage over IP to the ESXi hosts.
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Ubuntu 14.04 server was installed and configured on the physical
server. ISCSI is a technique used to share storage over network. Unlike
NFS, iSCSI shares block device meaning raw chunk of a hard drive. The
server that shares the storage is called iSCSi target and the client that
receives that storage is iSCSi initiator.

Before installation of iscsitarget began, first a physical volume followed
by a volume group and at last three logical volumes were created using
pvcreate, vgcreate and lvcreate respectively. three logical volumes were
created using lvcreate. Logical volume was necessary in this scenario in
order to expand or shrink the storage to each ESXi hosts as necessary.
Procedures noted in [44] were used to install and configure iSCSitarget. The
installation was successfully done without error or warning message. But
under configuration, the software reported that the iscsi_trgt was missing.
Updating the repositories of Ubuntu,in attempt to reinstall the software
could not resolve the issue. This alternative storage was discarded too.
Listing 1 shows steps that were undertaken under installation process.

TargetCli

Targetcli is command line tool used administer Linux-IO target. Linux-IO
target is linux SCSI target [17]. This means that targetcli can provision raw
storage to ESXi hosts. In fact according to [17], it has got VMware vSphere
Ready Certification. To avoid hidden bottle neck, the author of this thesis
has consulted his supervisor, if there were known performance concerns of
using targetcli prior installation. As a result of total assessment targetcli
was installed. The response time of the Windows desktops residing in
that storage was much faster compared to the FreeNAS with NFS storage
solution. The wiki site of targetCli was used to install and configure it on
Ubuntu 14.04 server[17].
The installation is straight forward, but the configuration of targetcli which
is shown in listing 2 and provisioning of the storage to the ESXi hosts will
be inspected closely here. The logical volumes created earlier will now
be used here. To start targetcli, type targetcli with root privilege at the
command line. There are four options of storage;fileio, iblock, pscsi, rd_dr
and rd_mcp. According [17] iblock type of storage is the best of the possible
alternatives. Targetcli uses context based command, meaning when you
enter to a new node or directory, the available commands are tailored to
the working directory. If you type create in the fileio node, fileio type storage
will be created. The effect of create command varies according to where it
runs from. Regarding target type, iSCSI is selected as ESXi accepts only
iSCSI from the allowed target types in targetcli. After configuration, one
has to issue saveconfig command at the root node to save the configuration
changes made.Type ls at the root node to show summary of configurations
made so far.

The procedures of configuring targetcli for this environment starts
at creating iblock storage objects using create command at the iblock
node. The three logical devices /dev/ubuntug0/lvms1, /dev/ubuntug0/lvms2
and /dev/ubuntug0/lvms3 are used as storage devices. Then on the iSCSI
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node, supply the target name by using create command followed by a
unique name that starts with iqn, in this case iqn.2015-04.vdi.ikt:555 is used.
Next Target Portal Group(TPG) is selected and the target is tagged as tpg
followed by increasing number. TPG1 is created now. At the luns node
create LUNs using the iblock storage objects created earlier. Lun0, Lun1
and Lun2 are created successfully. On the portals node, assign IP address
of the target storage using create command. The given IP address is the
IP address of the Ubuntu storage server. For this environment, the access
rights are open. The attribute command sets authentication free access.
Open access is granted to the initiators. The output of each command is cut
just for neatness. Details of how to enable secure sessions with initiators
are given in the wiki sites of targetcli [17].

Adding iSCSI storage to ESXi hosts

Now that the target storage is ready,the remaining task is to configure the
initiators which are ESXi hosts to make use of the storage. The procedures
are as follows:

• Log on to an ESXi host in this case, ESXi1 or 192.168.1.5 is selected.

• Under configuration tab locate Storage Adapters. Meaning on Host
> Configuration tab > Storage Adapters and right click on the right
pane to add software iSCSI Adapter.

• On iSCSI software adapter > right click and select properties. You
will find some tabs where you type down the necessary parameters
as follows:

– General tab > hit configure and type the name of the iSCSI target.

– Dynamic Discovery tab > hit add to type the IP address of
the iSCSI server. Leave the default port number 3260. CHAP
authentication is not enabled in this environment.

– Confirm scan for iscsi disks and the disks will show up under
the view device pane of the page. All the Luns will be imported
automatically.

• Adding the storage to the ESXi host as follows:

– Host > Configuration tab > Storage > Click on Add

– A wizard shows up , select Storage Type disk/LUN, hit next and
all of the three LUNs show up. Select the appropriate LUN. The
contents of the LUN will be erased and it is recommended to
format the the LUNs with vmfs-5 file system.VMFS-5 is the latest
file system and it performs better than its predecessor VMFS-3
[20].
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3.2 Deploying VDI solution

3.2.1 Citrix VDI-In-a-Box

In this section the core procedures of deploying and configuring VDI-in-
a-Box will be presented to avoid populating the thesis paper with wizard
screen shots. The product manual has been used to set up VDI by using
Citrix VDI-in-a-BOX [16]. In order to use the software, you need to locate
and fill registration form found at http://www.citrix.com. After that,
you need to log on to the web site and download an appliance that fits
your hypervisor. For this test environment vdiManager_ESX_v5_4_0 is
download and deployed into VMware vSphere. This virtual is shipped
to receive dynamic IP but as part of your first configuration, you will be
prompted to assign the appliance a static IP address.

Here are some of the main steps used in deploying VDI solution in the
test environment by using VDI-in-a-Box:

• Download a zip file that matches the right hypervisor, in this case
VMware vSphere.On the download site, there are three appliances
that are deisgned to run one on each of the three hypervisors:
ESXi,hyper-v and XenCitrix.

• Extract the downloaded zip file and import the OVF file to VMware
vSphere.

• Follow the deployment wizard of the appliance. At this stage a name
is given to the appliance and place it on ESXi2(192.168.1.6) host.

• Add the VDI manager to the pre-created resource pool called VDIpri-
oritized. This step is necessary to ensure that the VDI-in-a-Box man-
ager gets good enough resources from the available cluster resource.
Good enough in this context refers to the minimum assigned CPU
and memory resource. The resource pool VDIprioritized has mini-
mum resource that will not be disposable to others.

• Power on the virtual machine and read for its IP.

• Type the IP address of the vdi-in-a-box virtual machine on a web
browser and log on with the default credentials.Default user name
is vdiadmin and the password is kaviza.

• Accept the license agreement and hit next. A wizard shows up, on
that page a description of four remaining steps are depicted:

– Set up the hypervisor and VDI-in-a-Box Grid.

– Create a Base Desktop Image from an existing operating system
, in this case it will be 64bit Windows 7.

– Create Desktop Templates from the base image.

– Assign users or groups to the desktop templates. In this environ-
ment predefined domain group is assigned to the created tem-
plate of desktops.
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– Installed client software, Citrix Receiver, on thin client and
tested. It worked fine.

Set up the hypervisor and VDI-in-a-Box Grid

On this page a guide of what you need to complete this phase of the
deployment. Here you need a reserved IP address for the VDI manager,
hypervisor credentials and credentials of an existing Active Directory.
The later is optional. As mentioned earlier this environment uses Active
Directory for central authentication. The wizard starts with connecting to
the hypervisor followed by selecting data store and Network Label. A local
data store is selected and it joins to VM Network. Then a new VDI-in-a-Box
Grid is created. There is also an alternative to join an existing VDI-in-a-
Box Grid. The later will be useful if one wants to scale the VDI solution
or ensure higher availability. With the new grid name in place, you will be
prompted to select user database. Microsoft Active Directory is selected.
The IP address and administrator credentials of the domain controller is
also supplied. On the same page there is an option to select vCenter manages
servers in this grid. The option is selected and IP address and administrator
credentials of the vCenter Server given too. You will then be prompted
to tell if you have reserved the IP address of the virtual appliance. The
received IP address, 192.168.1.124 is reserved in the DHCP server.

In order to scale the VDI solution, first one has to add a new VDI-in-a-
Box manager appliance to the VMware vSphere. Place that appliance in a
separate ESXi host. Then under configuration wizard, one needs to add the
manager to an existing VDI-in-a-Box Grid.

Generate a Base Desktop Image

As in the first step , on this page of the wizard, it shows the prerequisites
necessary before you proceed:

• Verifying DHCP set up(all of these are verified in this environment) :

– There is only one DHCP server within the range

– You have sufficient DHCP addresses available

– DHCP lease time is adjusted for short release cycle

• A running Windows XP or Windows 7 VM on the hypervisor to copy
as base desktop image. For this environment Windows 7 64 VM is
ready and running.

• Credentials for using domain controller, this is also fulfilled.

As it is shown in figure 4, a Windows 7 64bit is selected as a base image and
imported. Desktop agent is automatically installed after import process.
Then On the edit image page, connection is verified. At the same time some
applications were installed and Windows Update was run. The wizard
requests verification of all the bullets depicted in figure 5. Next stage is
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Feature Description
Template name: GoldenWin7on5
Image name GoldenWin7on5
Computer name prefix VDI
Computer name suffix 2 digits
Memory(MB) 2048
Number of Virtual CPU 4
Option to select local devices : Disk drives, printers, Serial ports,

other USB devices
Show connection tool bar Yes
Color Depth True color (32 bit)

Table 3.6: Template desktops

image preparation. When you confirm, the test image page will show
up. The image need to be tested before you save it. On the Test Image
wizard page, enter your domain admin account to enter the desktop using
HDX protocol. Before that process, you will be prompted to install Citrix
Receiver. The image is tested the golden image shown earlier, shows up as
desktop in Citrix Receiver successfully.

On the next page , hit save to save the image. The saving process takes
time. Next phase of the process is creating new desktop templates. On
that page you need to fill the form as your preferences but subject to the
available drop down choices. Table 3.6 shows the options selected for first
deployment in this test-bed. The choices made can be changed later.

Next page displays template policies. Here you need to type maximum
number of desktops that will be created. This can also be changed later.
Then type the number of pre-started desktops. On the former field five is
typed and on the later three. Then determine if the template will provision
Pooled desktops or Personal desktops. If you select the later, a warning :
"personal desktop will be refreshed only when its image updated and a
user logs out" will show up. You need to decide the size of the Personal disk.
That is supposed to house both applications and personal customization
settings. If you select the Pooled desktop option the desktop will be refreshed
when users log out. The last option before you hit Save button is selecting
check box that will make the created desktop as default. Two templates are
created in this environment both Pooled desktop and Personal desktop. The
Pooled desktop template is chosen as default.

On the next stage is assigning users to pre-created templates. In this
case domain users are allowed to access the GoldenWin7on5 template.
On the same page one can specify IP address of the clients that will be
grant a virtual desktop without authentication. As long as the client is
powered on and it has received an IP qualified to receive virtual desktop,
then the virtual desktop will show up on that client automatically. This
option can, for example ,be appropriate to use in library thin clients.
According to the manual of the VDI-in-a-Box, as a VDI user, you should
select HDX protocol for better performance when you connect the client
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software, Citrix Receiver, to the VDI manager(the appliance mentioned).
The other alternative connection protocol is RDP. The default connection
protocol is set up by the VDI administrator. In this test environment, the
recommended connection protocol, HDX is selected as default but as a
domain user, you will see a drop down menu to choose RDP as well.

As a user you need to type the IP address or name of the VDI-in-a-Box
manager on a web browser. The Citrix Receiver need to be installed to
get good user experience. In this environment, users have to authenticate
themselves using their domain credentials. The users will be assigned idle
virtual desktop from the pool created earlier. When users log in and try
to access Windows Exporer, the local hard drives, USB drives and other
periphery components show up. First time access to USB drives warns you
that you are trying to access local files. On the warning page, there are three
options to choose: No access, Read-only access and Read/Write access. You can
hit the check box Do not ask me again for this virtual desktop. The level of
access are easy to understand as their name imply. When you finish your
work, you can disconnect to connect to the session again later or you can
log out so that the virtual desktop will be available for other users. Users
have no option to shutdown the virtual desktops.

3.2.2 VDI using Vendor2

The second VDI solution consists three programs from Vendor2 that work
together to create VDI environment. Their names can not be disclosed here
due to the limitations imposed in the license agreement of the programs.
The vendor of the product does not allow publishing of benchmark results
without prior approval of the results by its experts. A trial version of
Vendor2 VDI software was downloaded. The user manual of the product
was used to set up VDI in the test environment. These two VDI solutions
can co-exit with out problem.

The core parts of the software package from Vendor2 are connection
server, composer, desktop agent and desktop client. Connection server
and composer can not be installed on the same server. Windows Server
2012R2 was used for this purpose. After appropriate configuration the
composer will be able to create virtual desktops on fly as demand increase.
There will of course be limitations in number of virtual desktops that could
run concurrently due to the underlying hardware resource limitation. It
requires a database. SQL Server 2014 was used as a database for the
composer. The connection server need to be connected to vCenter Server
for easier management and deployment of VDI. In similar manner as
with VDI-in-a-Box, one is required to create golden image. Other virtual
desktops will be cloned off the golden image. The golden image needs
desktop agent. When VDI is set up and running, users need to install
desktop client on their thin client. Desktop client applications for Windows,
Linux, Android, iOS and Mac are available for download on the web
sites of the vendor. Windows domain controller is used to authenticate
users of VDI. As such two security groups were created: vendor2users
and vender2admins. Members of the former are suppose to use the
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infrastructure but that of the later group have administrator rights on the
administration console of the product. Product manual has been used to
set up the VDI. Here comes concise description of the main steps used to
install and configure VDI from vendor2.

• Install connection server of vendor2. Accept default choice but
you need to decide if specific domain groups would be granted to
administer the connection server. In this case the vendor2admins
group are chosen for that purpose.and finish installation wizard.

• Connect to the administration console, which is the IP-address of the
server hosting connection server software. Type it on web browser
and accept the security warnings and log in as one of those who have
the right to connect to the administration console.

• Add vCenter Server to the connection server using your vCenter
server credentials.

• Prepare Windows operating system and add the necessary pro-
grams.In this test environment,Windows 7 professional withe follow-
ing programs: Microsoft Office Professional Plus 2013 ,Camstasia 7.0
and VMware Workstation 9 were installed.

• MAK license key is used. Vendor2 recommends KMS license for
better licens management if the enviroment is going to offer large
scale virtual desktops

• Update the operating system and install VMwware tools

• CCleaner is used to clean the operating system from junk and
temporary Internet files. The vendor of recommends to delete
unnecessary programs and device drivers if there are any.

• After having a clean golden operating system, install desktop image
of vendor2.

• The desktop is now ready to prepare it for users

• There are two ways of exposing the virtual desktop to users:

– Manual pool

– Automated pool

• Here are some more steps that leads to creating manual pool.

– Log on to the connection server (in this environment 192.168.1.4)

– On the left pane, locate inventory and select pools followed by
hitting Add

– On user assignment page, select dedicated to make it personal.
This allows users connect to the same virtual desktop every now
and then.
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– Select desktop source, vCenter Server of the environment is
chosen and give the name of the manual pool and descriptions.

– Select the virtual machine or machines manually.

– Grant users the right to use by hitting entitlement and selecting
appropriate group. In this case Vendor2users from the domain
controller is chosen.

• To use the virtual desktop pool, install the right client application on
the thin client. Under installation you will be prompted to type IP
address of the default connection server.

• Connect to the pool and make sure that everything works fine. Check
that sound card, USB ports and printers work without problem.

The procedures for automated pool preparation are similar. Here are the
core steps:

• Install database on a separate Windows server, SQL Server 2014 was
used for this purpose.

• A composer from vendor2 needs to installed on vCenter Server

• After installation of SQL Server create database.

• Under Security in the database node, create a user and grant
ownership rights to it.

• Log on to vCenter Server connect to the database in the SQL Server
mentioned. The data source will be used by the composer.

– Start ODBC (data sources)

– Select system DSN and add SQL server native

– Add the database name created earlier and the underlying name
of the SQL server 2014. The database connection is now ready.

• Install composer from vendor2 on vCenter Server

• Supply the data source and the user account that has the appropriate
access rights. The composer ownership rights to the database.

• Log on the connection server. Hit on servers then select vCenter Server
and on its settings enable the vendor’s composer.If this is successful,
then an orange frame will be shown on the vSphere Client logo.

• On vCenter Server, take a snapshot of the golden image and call it
LinkedWin7

• Linked clones will be deployed.

• On connection server under Inventory, select pools and hit Add,
then select dedicated as previous and filter to select the clones, the
remaining wizard is almost the same as manual pool creation.
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• You will be prompted to decide the number of running virtual
desktops and those that will be available on demand. These numbers
could be edited after configuration if necessary.

3.3 Windows Benchmarking Tools

3.3.1 PCMark 8

PCMark 8 is a benchmark tool used to test and eventually compare
performances of computers loaded with Windows operating systems [9].
It is proprietary software. The latest version of PCMark 8 allows you
to test the performance of Windows devices including tablets, notebooks,
desktops and servers. According to the product manual[9], PCMark 8 has
five predefined scenarios for performance testing: Home test,Creative test,
Work test, Storage test and Application test. In addition there is an option
to test battery life named as Battery life testing. After running the test
scenarios, you you can upload the results to steampowered.com to compare
your computer’s performance with others’ performances.

The demo version of PCMark 8 will allow you to run all the predefined
scenarios except the Battery life testing. If you want to try the last
scenario, you need to pay licensee for the PCMark 8 Advanced version. The
performance tests will end up providing you a score of the specified test
in the specified scenario. This score number could be used to compare the
performance of a computer with another in a given scenario. In order to
determine which of the scenarios that best fits the test-bed of this project,
a short description of each scenarios will be presented in the following
paragraphs.

PCMark 8 Home test

In the PCMark 8 Home benchmark, PCmark will load the device under test,
normal computer tasks that will reflect a typical home user’s activities
on his or her computer. Examples of workloads associated with Home
benchmark include web browsing, writing, gaming , photo editing, and
video chat. The results of each of these activities will be combined
and a PCMark 8 Home score of the system will be displayed. Detailed
information about these and the other scenarios is available in the product
manual [9]. This workload suits best to test low cost tablets, notebooks and
desktops.

PCMark 8 Creative test

In the the PCMark 8 Creative, computing activities of professionals who
work in the media industry will be tested. Examples of such activities
include web browsing, photo editing, video editing, group video chat,
media transcoding, and gaming.
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PCMark 8 Work test

PCMark 8 Work benchmark tests your system for basic office work
activities. Such tasks include writing documents, browsing websites,
creating spreadsheets, multiple activities to be on Instagram, facebook and
using video chat at the same time. The author has run this on an old pc just
to find out how it works on physical device, one can observe on the screen
as if somebody is typing, editing photo and to be on social network. The
overall score for these activities will be provided at the end of test.

PCMark 8 Storage test

This benchmark will test the performances of internal or external SSDs,
HDDs and hybrids. Hard drives with USB interface could also be
tested with this scenario. According to the product manual, the storage
benchmark will pinpoint the real-world performance differences between
the storage devices. For fair comparison the storage type has to be the
same.

In this test-bed, PCmark 8 Creative and PCMark 8 Work will be used. It
is because most of the students’ work lie in either of these two scenarios.
It is interesting to find out the gap of performance difference between the
virtual or real desktops in the two different scenarios.

3.3.2 PerformanceTest8 by PassMark

PerformanceTest 8, as its name implies, an application used to make
performance tests. This benchmark tool is relatively easier to use but it
has fewer features compared to PCMark 8. In contrast to PCMark 8, the
help file displays that PerformanceTest 8 is designed to run on USB memory
stick or CD. The results are presented as bar charts. Some of the additional
helpful features found in the help file include:

• Support for printing results

• The ability to save performance results of one computer as a base
line in order to compare the results with another. The results of the
competing computers will be shown as bars under each other.

• Results can be exported to different file formates such as : html, text,
csv, gif, bmp and emf

• The ability to display the results of disk performance graphically

• Summary of system information of the system under performance
test.This include both hardware and operating system type and
version

• The capability to create customized benchmark tests. These include
advanced tests for Disk, RAM , CPU and multi-tasking.

• The same software used to test both 32 and 64 bit systems.
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• The ability to take multiple iterations of test. You need to locate the
field for number of iterations in the preferences page.

• Supports testing a system with more than 64 CPUs.

• Does not require the existence of DirectX on the target computer. This
is quite useful as its contender does not run if the computer does not
have DirectX

Standard Test

According to the product manual of PerformanceTest, the software is
preloaded with different groups of test suites that focus specifically one
aspect of the system at time. The available test suits are CPU Test Suite, 2D
Graphics Test Suite, 3D Graphics Test Suits, Memory Test Suits and Disk Test
Suits. The different measurement units in each of these subcategories are
given in table 3.7

CPU Test Suite will load the CPU or the core with the following
workloads: mathematical calculations involving both integer and decimal
number in millions of operations per second; searching for prime numbers
in millions of primes per second; file compression, data encryption, physics
simulation test, sorting array of 500 000 random strings each 25 characters
long and the single threaded test which runs only single process to test
single threaded testing.

2D Graphics Test Suite tests the manipulation of 2D graphics in Windows
operating systems. The result will of course depend on the colour depth
and type of graphic card. The graphic operations are categorised in the
seven different types:

• Simple Vectors draws rectangles, ellipses, stars filled and fill them with
gradient. The colours change every 32nd cycle randomly. There
are four stages that interchange every 256 cycle. More detailed
information about stages could be found in the product manual.

• Complex Vectors creates a jungle of trees and animals using a number
of complex images.

• Fonts and Text tests the font and text rendering capabilities of graphic
cards

• Windows Interface tests the performance when one uses typical
Windows user interface. The Windows of applications are moved,
resized, file or directory browsing, using horizontal and vertical
sliders etc. One could observe while such movements under the test.

• Image Filter touches an image , rotates it, adds brightness and greys
it. The result will show the number of such filters on an image per
second

• Image Rendering renders bitmap image to the screen at different sizes.
Multiple cycle of such activities will be taken from the smallest size
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to the largest. The measurement unit for this is given in the number
in thousands of bitmap images that can be drawn in a Window per
second.

• Direct 2D performs 2D rendering using the graphic card of the
computer.

3D Graphics Test Suit
This tests the performance of 3D graphics hardware of the machine under
the test. According to the product manual, this test will often not work
on virtual machines or via remote desktop. It uses the Direc3D part of
the different versions of DirectX libraries from version 9 upwards. It is
important to mention that DirectX version 10 and 11 runs only on Windows
Vista or newer if the underlying graphic card supports. Details on what can
of tasks that this software loads the computer under such test is given in
the product manual. Here are two examples of task lists that the test suit
perform:

• DirectX 9 Simple uses 1 plane, 300 trees, terrain, water and sky each of
which are formed by triangular polygons. Each plane object is created
by using 560 polygons.Each tree has either 2214 or 1978 polygons.
Window resolution used for this is 1024x768.

• DirectX 11 in contrast uses 50 Giant Space Jellyfish. Each jellyfish has
8244 polygons. A polygon is made up of approximately 10 000 stars.
The screen resolution in this test is Full HD 1920x1080. This is meant
to show the intensity of the workload provided by this part of the 3D
Graphics Test Suitethe workload

Memory Test Suits uses 32-bit and 64-bit data to test reading and writing
rates of the system memory. Disk Test Suite
As default the performance of system disk will be tested. But this could be
changed to a preferred drive using the Preferences Dialog. This suit include
sub-tests Sequential Read, Sequential Write and Random Seek RW. Sequential
Read makes use of a large file which is created under test, and reads from
start to end sequentially. Sequential Write, on the other hand, writes on a
large file sequentially from start to end. Random Seek RW makes use of
large test file and seek pointer moves randomly to seek and read or write.
A 16KB block will either be read or written, then another seek starts. One
can test reading speed of CD/DVD drive but PerformanceTest 8 does not
include the this score into the overall system score.

Baselines

Baselines are files that contain performance results. PerformanceTest has
many preloaded baselines. Each preloaded Baseline displays its results in
red coloured bar charts. These red coloured bar charts show the scores
recorded by the pretested computers they represent. Each bar represents
a computer. In that list one can find new and old processors to shows the
relative values that they represent. The different categories of the suits are
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Task type Measurement unit
Mathematical operations: addition,
subtraction,multiplication and di-
vision

MOps/sec Millions of operations
per second

Prime number calculations Millions of primes per second
Matrix operations Millions of matrix operations per

second
Amount of information processed KBytes processed per second
Transfer rate to and from hard drive
or memory

MB per second

Vector objects drawn in a window thousands of vectors drawn per
second

Complex Vector objects drawn in a
window

Complex Vectors per second

Image filters applied on an image Filters per second
Performance of animation in 3D
graphics

Number of different images dis-
played per second

Bit images drawn in a window Thousands of bit images per second
Composite Average Weighted average. It does repre-

sent a particular one.

Table 3.7: List of measurement units used in PerformanceTest 8

archived as bars. One could also find the results of solid desktops and
weak ones. The results of the computer running PerformanceTest will show
up in light green bars. The bars that are labelled with positive or negative
percent number tell the relative performance compared to the test machine
in the specified test category. A positive number shows relative better
performance while a negative percent shows the converse. One can also
load baselines of the computers tested to PerformanceTest 8 in order to show
how they perform in relation to each other. PerformanceTest 8 will colour
the bars differently in order to But for this work, Rstudio will be used to
analyse the collected data.

Overall Passmark value

At the end of each test iteration, PerformanceTest 8 calculates 29 values
spread in five category values named as: CPU Mark,2D Graphics Mark, 3D
Graphics Mark,Memory Mark and Disk Mark . The last one is measured for the
system disk, unless it is specified some drive else. These values are the basis
for calculating Passmark value. But each of the five categories are calculated
from their sub categories. Here are the categories and subcategories used
to measure the total Passmark value.

• CPU Mark is calculated from the following sub values. But it is not
the average of these values. The same applies to the remaining four
other too. Each of these sub values are weighted differently, based
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on their contribution to the CPU’s total performance , when the CPU
Mark is calculated.

– CPU Integer Math, CPU Floating Point Math, CPU Prime
Numbers, CPU-Extended Instructions(SSE), CPU Compression
, CPU Encryption, CPU Physics, CPU Sorting, CPU Single
Threaded.

• 2D Graphics Mark

– Graphics 2D - Simple Vectors,Graphics 2D - Complex Vec-
tors,Graphics 2D - Fonts and Text,Graphics 2D - Windows Inter-
face,Graphics 2D - Image Filters,Graphics 2D - Image Rendering
and Graphics 2D - Direct 2D.

• Graphics 3D Mark

– Graphics 3D - DirectX 9 Simple, Graphics 3D - DirectX 9
Complex and Graphics 3D - DirectX 10

• Memory Mark include the following items

– Memory - Database Operations, Memory - Read Cached,Memory
- Read Uncached,

– Memory - Write, Memory - Available, RAM Memory - Latency
and Memory - Threaded

• Disk Mark

– Disk-Sequential Read, Disk-Sequential Write and Disk-Random
Seek + RW

The formula for calculating performance Passmark

According the help document of the software, here is the exact formula of
finding the Passmark rating.

Passmark =
1

1
(x × w1)

+
1

(y × w2)
+

1
(z × w3)

+
1

(m × w4)
+

1
(d × w5)

5
(3.1)

where the weights of each rating type is given as follows:

• w1 = 0.396566187 and x = CPU Rating

• w2 = 3.178718116 and y = 2D Rating

• w3 = 2.525195879 and z = 3D Rating

• w4 = 1.757085479 and m = Memory Rating

• w5 = 1.668158805 and d = Disk Rating
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As it is shown in equation 3.1, each rating is first weighted then inverted,
the average of the inverted values again inverted and then you will get the
value.

The weight numbers shown above are given in the product manual of
the software and are calculated from the vendor’s database of baselines
uploaded by the users of PerformanceTest 7. The software calculates a score,
in such a way that high value of a single rating will not improve the total
Passmark value, low rate value however, will reduce the Passmark value
significantly. This makes sense since an outstanding component will not by
itself drag the system performance any longer if it has to wait idle until the
weakest components supply data to it. Conversely, a weak component in
otherwise fast system, become bottle neck and degrade total performance
of the system. The five rates mentioned above are also calculated using
similar principle from their sub category values. Details as how they are
calculated will not be discussed here.

Passmark value will therefore disclose the overall performance of
the computers that were loaded with different tasks by the benchmark
software. It is also important to mention that total performance rating
is benchmark tool specific. This means that the value you will get from
PerformanceTest 8 can not be compared with similar values from another
benchmark software. This value is not standard. Each benchmark software
has it own number that tell the strength of the test machine. When one
wants to compare the performances of two computers then one need to
consider not only the precautions mentioned in subsection 3.3.3, but also
need to use the same benchmarking tools on each computer.

PerformanceTest 8 is preloaded with baseline of some computers that
could be used as reference in order to interpret and tell the strength of
Passmark values. The system information of the preloaded benchmark
results(baselines) are also included in the software. One can tell if ones’
computer is performing poor compared to others’ on a specific category
or overall system performance.The vendor report on its website that it
has databases of over 600 000 baselines uploaded by users of the software
world wide.

3.3.3 Precautions in performance testing

In order to make fair comparison and to avoid misleading conclusions, one
has to consider avoiding factors that degrades system performance.If one
runs performance test while Windows system is updating its operating
system in background, poor performance results can not be used as
assessment basis. As it is not easy to create exactly the same environment
on two systems, one has to at least stop all running applications such
as skype, media players, web browsers, anti virus, anti spy-ware and so
forth. Users shall not interact with the operating system under test until
the results show up. Windows needs enough memory to avoid using swap
files. If the hard drive under test is mechanical type, then one should
consider looking for fragmentation. One has to run tools that are used for
defragmenting. The hard drive must not be full. In fact PCMark 8 requires
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30 GB free in the system disk prior to benchmarking. PerformanceTest 8 does
not require a specified free system storage but warns users that reliable
results will be shown if there is minimum 100MB free space. The colour
depth used in a system will of course affect the result. It is, therefore,
necessary to check and adjust colour depth used in each of the computers
that will be tested for performance.

3.3.4 Performance test procedures

Performance test using PerformanceTest 8

In this subsection, performance test procedures, that have been undertaken
in the test-bed will be presented. In order to make easier interpretation
of the different Marks assigned by PerformanceTest 8, three extra reference
computers were tested and their results will be presented together with
that of the seven main computers under test with alias name of PC1 to
PC7.

To collect, manage and analyse the performance data, effective and eas-
ily remembered naming system of the computers was absolute necessary.
Here is how the author assigned names of the computers: All VDI desktops
start their name with VDI and those that belong to VDI-in-a-Box are suf-
fixed by 1 and those that belong Vendor2’s software are suffixed by 2. Since
two types of desktops were supposed to be generated, the weaker that will
be compared with the old desktops and the stronger that will be compared
with the new desktops, their memory amount is given in their naming
to identify them as weaker or stronger desktops. Since VDI6 and VDI16
look very similar, letter "T" is supplied to those that desktops that will be
compared with the new computers ThinkCenter. Thus, VDI6Desktop1 and
VDI6Desktop2 are those VDI desktops which are weaker with 2vCores and
6GB memory generated by VDI-in-a-Box and Vendor2’s software(suffix 2
for vendor2’s virtual desktop). VDIT16GDesktop1 and VDIT16GDesktop2
, having 16GB memory and four vCores, will be compared with ThinkCen-
ter which has quadcore processor and 16GB memory. They also have alias
name as PC1, PC2, PC5 and PC6 respectively. All of these run on SAN
storage described earlier. A control VDI desktop of the weakest type, gen-
erated by Vendor2’s software, that runs on the local drive of its ESXi host,
has also been created to find out the effect of faster storage for the total
system performance. Its name is therfore VDI6GLDDesktop2, LD is added
to identify it as a desktop running on local drive. Its alias name is PC3,
closer to PC1 and PC2 since it is of the weakest type. The old desktops
are produced by MSI, a representative desktop is named as MSIDesktop. It
has dual core processor and 6GB memory. Its alias name is PC4. The name
of the new desktops are ThinkCenter, its name is not changed in the test-
bed. The details of running performance test follows in the the subsequent
sections.
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Exporting the results to CSV file

In the paid version of the software, it is possible to export the results of
each test to a file. The the software supports command line feeding in
order to automatise exactly the test category one wants to inspect. With /s
switch, you can feed the software with a scripts file. The scripts file invoke
commands of the software. On can have loop and determine the number
of iterations in the scripts file. The software is shipped with sample script.
The author has customised the sample script to automate tests in the test
environment of this project. In each script one can specify the CSV so that
the results will be exported to the specified file.

1 # Type t h i s command on cmd console
2 PerformanceTest64 . exe /s DellDesktop . s c r i p t
3 # content of DellDesktop . p t s c r i p t
4 SETDISK "C : "
5 SETCOMPUTERNAME " Del lDesktopOff ice "
6 LOOP 15
7 {
8 # Run a l l t e s t s except the 3D t e s t
9 RUN CPU_ALL

10 RUN G2D_ALL
11 RUN G3D_ALL
12 RUN ME_ALL
13 RUN DI_ALL
14 } REPORTSUMMARYCSV " Del lDesktopOff iceTestAl lAspects . csv "

Listing 3.3: Run performance test 15 times and export results to csv file after
each iteration

Listing 3.3 shows how to run 15 iterations of performance test and
export each test result to a specified csv file. The csv file will then be
imported to RStudio for further analysis of the collected data.

3.3.5 User Friendliness and Functionality Survey

In addition to the performance test using the mentioned software, the
author of this thesis with his students has tested the virtual desktops to
find out user-friendliness, missing or supported features of VDI desktops.
The students were asked to do their usual class room assignments using
the virtual desktops. They were also given questionnaire that had the list
of tasks that they should test. The questionnaire includes questions that
allow students to rank their experience for a given task from 1 to 6, where
more reflects best. The students were given to fill User Friendliness and
Functionality Survey of VDI desktops form and give their feedback on how
they experience with regard to the preselected list of tasks.

Two IT-service classes were involved in this experiment and survey.The
experiment could been extended but due to timetable constraint, it was
ceased after two weeks period. The author has however continued to use
the virtual desktops in order to uncover poor or rich feature that the virtual
desktop can offer.

Survey method of collecting data is efficient because one can collect or
measure multiple variables at no substantial increase of cost or time[31].
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The quality of the measured or collected data depends entirely on the
design of the questionnaire used in the survey. The author of this thesis has
used the guidelines depicted in [36] in designing the survey form. Students
were given the survey form in printout so that they could give feedback
while they were doing the tasks and inspecting features. Each student has
then filled the digital copy of the printout for easier collection management.
Google Forms has been used for this purpose.

The content of the form is tailored to the activities that the students
usually do in their day to day classwork assignments. Since the author has
confirmed that some of the programs does not work properly, questions
that has to with such subject specific programs were omitted from the
survey form. These programs and other non working features uncovered
by the author will be presented in chapter 4. The survey form has a short
introduction about the project and the questionnaire. The students have
been informed about the project prior to the submission of the feedback
form. The questions were written in English and but there was almost no
question regarding the questions in the survey. It has to be mentioned that
the students learn basic technical terms both in Norwegian and English. It
is part of the curriculum for program subjects in IT-services.

The questions in the survey form were given in one Google Forms link,
but they represent two main parts of the survey: User Friendliness and
Functionality. Questions under the User Friendliness category prompt the
students to give quantitative scale from one to six, where one represents
bad or worse and six represents best. The questions in this category are
given below:

• How easy do you characterise getting started with VDI desktops?

– Very difficult 1© 2© 3© 4© 5© 6© Very easy

• What do you think about the log in time?

– Very long 1© 2© 3© 4© 5© 6© Very short

• How good is the highest screen resolution?

– Low 800x600 1© 2© 3© 4© 5© 6©FullHD 1920 × 1080

• Please start Microsoft Office 2013 programs: Word, Excel and
PowerPoint and give a scale of your experience.

– Bad 1© 2© 3© 4© 5© 6© Best

• Play HD YouTube video in the virtual desktop and assess your
experience.

– Bad jerky 1© 2© 3© 4© 5© 6© Best both sound and video

• How good is your web browsing inside the virtual desktop?

– Bad responds slowly 1© 2© 3© 4© 5© 6© Best short time response
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• Please initiate video chatting with your classmate from virtual
desktop through your client device and give your evaluation.

– Bad quality video 1© 2© 3© 4© 5© 6© Best quality video

• Download Camstasia Studio 8, take a fifteen minutes video capture
of your interest and edit it in the studio. Give a score regarding
rendering time it takes to have HD video output.

– Bad 1© 2© 3© 4© 5© 6© Best quality video

The second part of the questionnaire deals with inspecting functionality or
features that work or missing in the virtual desktops. As the first part these
questions are also directly related to the students’ daily tasks. The students
are requested to answer if a given feature exists in the virtual desktops by
selecting a Yes or No radio button. The questions are given here below:

• Can you hear sound from the virtual desktop through client device?

• Can you access USB memory stick inside the virtual desktop through
client device?

• Can you print out a document directly from virtual desktops?

• Can you copy and paste text between the client device and Virtual
desktop?

• Can you copy and paste files between the client device and Virtual
desktop?

• Can you copy and paste screen shots between the client device and
Virtual desktop?

A separate question about their overall experience were also asked:

• How is your overall experience of the virtual desktop?

– Bad 1© 2© 3© 4© 5© 6© Best

At the end of the survey form the students were kindly asked to comment
their overall experience in a text field. The question sounds like this:

• Please write down unmentioned features that you find them nice or
worse inside the virtual desktop. Please supply your comments about
the VDI desktop experience too.
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Chapter 4

Results and Analysis

4.1 Performance Test Results

In this sections the results of PermanceTest 8 on eleven representative
computers will be presented. The names and their specifications are given
in table 3.4. All computers both the virtual and bare metal desktops were
running Windows 7 Professional Edition Service Pack 1 build 7601 (64-bit). A
laptop(Thinkpadlaptop that the students use in common course subjects and
a desktop(Dellplex780 were also included in the test for reference purposes.
Some Dellplex780 desktops were in use in the transition period before the
new computers (ThinkCenter) were in place.

Having said that main focus in this section is to inspect performance
difference between the VDI desktops and the old system represented
by MSIDesktop on one hand and the VDI desktops and the new system
represented by ThinkCenterDesktop on the other. Thus, the detailed results
review will focus on the first seven computers. Where the fourth computer
(PC4) is the old desktop and PC7 the new desktop named as Thinkcenter
desktop. Recall that the virtual desktops were provision using VDI-in-a-
Box from Citrix and Vendor2. All virtual desktops are prefixed with VDI.
Those of them that belong to VDI-in-a-Box and Vendor2 are suffixed by 1
and 2 respectively. The names of the virtual desktops include 6G, 8G and
16G to show that they have 6GB, 8GB and 16GB of memory respectively.

Mark values of CPUMark,DiskMark, 2DGraphicsMark, 3DGraphics-
Mark, MemoryMark and PassMark, six variables, are presented. The rest
of section is organised as follows. First the performances results of the indi-
vidual components will be presented then follows the system performance
result. In the subsequent subsections many box plots of collected data will
be shown.

4.1.1 Performance of individual components of the computers

In this subsection the results of the five performance test results: CPUMark,
Memory Mark, Disk Mark, 2D Graphics Mark and 3D Graphics Mark will be
presented. These values each in their own will not tell the strength of the
system they are part of. However, if the values are poor, they can contribute
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in identifying the bottle neck of a system. As mentioned earlier, these five
component marks(scores) are the basis for calculating system performance,
as such closer inspection of these values is absolute necessary to look at
how data are distributed before probing the results of PassMark.

After fifteen iterations of performance test, the component mark values
has been collected. Test results of eleven computers are collected but the
details of only seven computers will be presented. The remaining four
computers’ test results are depicted in the bar diagrams as reference. The
numbers one gets from PerformanceTest 8 do not give sense in their own if
one does not have some reference numbers to compare with. The hardware
specifications of the computers in this test can be found in table 3.4.

CPU Mark

After fifteen performance test iterations,the box plot of the CPUMark values
pare presented either pairwise or single-wise in figures 4.1, 4.4, 4.2,4.6 and
4.5. Box plots of a data set shows visually how the data are spread. It has
two whiskers each streaking from the two ends of the box in the middle.
The lower end of the box is 1st quartile and the top end of the box is
3rd quartile. The difference in value between the 3rd and 1st quartiles is
IQR(inter quartile range). The length of the upper whisker is at most 1.5
times the IQR. This means that extreme values that lie somewhere further
than 1.5 times the IQR from the 3rd quartile are outliers. Outliers can
affect the mean value of the sample( in this case the fifteen mark values
) drastically specially if they are too large and many. Box plot also tells
spreading of the data. One can find out quickly as to how much data lies
above or below the median. This in turn tells how skewed the data is. This
was just a reminder as to how one should interpret the content of the box
plot diagram.

If one observes figure 4.1, the CPUMark value of PC1 has one outlier.
The heavy black line in the inside the box is the median of CPUMark
for PC1(accessed via Citrix Receiver), the other values of the that virtual
desktop are distributed evenly above and below the median since the
median lies in the middle of the box. This shows that the data are not
skewed to any direction. On the contrary , PC2’s 1.quartile value is closer
to the median than the 3rd quartile does. This means that there are many
values concentrated between the median and 1st quartile. On the other side
of the median line for PC2’s diagram , however, there are larger variation
in CPUMark values between the median and the 3rd quartile(upper 75%).
The diagram shows therefore a skewed distribution of CPUMark for PC2.
Recall that PC2 is virtual desktop provision via Vendor2’s software. When
one looks at the two virtual desktops, side by side as it is shown in the
figure, Almost all values of PC2 exceed that of PC1. This means that PC2’s
CPU scored better in many of the test iterations.

Inspecting more on 4.1 shows also that both computers scored extreme
CPUMarks which lie outside the whiskers. Such values are called outliers.
Outliers does not affect the median of a given distribution, but they can
drastically affect the mean if the size of the outliers is large and that the
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Figure 4.1: The box plot of
CPUMark for PC1 and PC2. Both
have dual vCore
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Figure 4.2: The box plot of
CPUMark for PC4(MSIDesktop).
The CPU is Intel Core 2 Duo pro-
duced in 2006.

sample size is small. In this case one of the fifteen test iterations on PC1 has
apparently given relatively higher CPUMark value, 2091. This corresponds
actually to 1% more than the mean(2070) value, though.

Topwhiskers = (IQR ∗ 1.5)+ 3rdQu = (2073− 2064)× 1.5+ 2073 = 2086.5.
(4.1)

If one computes the value of top whiskers, as shown in equation 4.1, for the
same computer then the outlier is 0.65% away from the top whisker. Thus,
its effect on the mean of the CPUMark values is minimal. Plotting the box
plot is therefore useful to identify if there are extreme values (outliers) that
could affect the mean of the collected numeric data. Additionally, it shows
the symmetry or skewness of the observed data from the median. If the
observed data follow skewed distribution then they pose extra complexity
during statistical analysis, as they do not follow normal distribution. In a
skewed distribution one can not summarise the data by finding the mean
of the data. Having said that, the visual observation in itself is not enough
to assert if a given distribution is skewed or not. One has to undertake
skewness test.

The bar chart should be analysed with respect to the distribution of
the underlying data. It is because if the data have extreme values and
skewed, the average value plotted there will not be representative and the
conclusions one makes on that basis will be biased not reliable. For this
experiment, the distribution of the collected values does not seem to have
many extreme values and neither did they seem to be really skewed. With
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Computer Name Min. 1st Qu. Median Mean 3rd Qu. Max.
PC1 2060 2064 2069 2070 2073 2091.
PC2 2068 2075 2077 2080 2083 2097
PC3 1754 1917 1935 1930 1960 1982
PC4 1239 1442 1443 1428 1449 1451
PC5 3470 3571 3615 3606 3645 3682
PC6 3226 3513 3567 3553 3647 3708
PC7 7260 7290 7298 7297 7307 7336

Table 4.1: Summary of CPUMark values for seven desktops under test.

this premise, one can interpret the values on the bar charts easily. Higher
average CPUMark value reflects better processor. Once again as in the plot
box , the visual scene will show a quick overview how the results look like.
If one wants to make scientific conclusion, then statistical analysis has to be
undertaken. Such analysis will be presented in subsection 4.3.
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DellOptiplex 980

ThinkpadLaptop

CPU Mark

CPU Mark

Figure 4.3: The average CPUMark values of each device.

Figure 4.3 shows that the CPU of the new desktop ThinkCenter scores
highest. The horizontal bar sticks out much more than the others.
The two virtual desktops VDI6GDesktop1 and VDI6GDestop2 perform
almost equally. Both of them perform better than the old desktop,
MSIDesktop. But this has to be tested using statistical tool,before one
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ends up to a conclusion. Further statistical analysis is need to tell if
the quad core VDI Desktops, VDIT16GDesktop1 and VDIT16GDesktop2
perform differently. One can read from the diagram that VDIT16GDesktop1
scores better CPUMark values than VDIT16GDesktop2. The bar chart of
the mentioned figure, shows also how the other CPUs perform in relation
to each other. Note that the systems are different. ThinkCenter desktop
has similar configuration as the virtual desktops VDIT16GDesktop1 and
VDI16GDesktop2. Each of these has four cores and the same amount of
memory, 16GB. Their difference otherwise can be read in table 3.4. One can
visually confirm that the CPU of the physical desktop perform better than
the CPU of virtual desktops mentioned.
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Figure 4.4: The box plot of
CPUMark for PC5 and PC6. Both
have four vCores
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Figure 4.5: The box plot of
CPUMark for PC7(new) also
called ThinkCenter with Intel
Core i5,quad core 4.gen

Figure 4.5 shows CPUMark value distribution collected on PC7 (Think-
Center). This computer is new bought in 2014. Further specifications about
its CPU is noted in table 3.4. To simplify for reading, it should be men-
tioned that this CPU is 4th generation with four cores, with brand name
Intel core i5 processor. It supports hyper-threading and turbo-boast. The
later is automatic overclocking feature. The CPU will automatically run at
higher speed based on the internal cooling system of the machine. The fig-
ure shows that the data are evenly distributed. One can even observe that
there are two extreme values one on each end.

Figure 4.4 shows the PC5, accessed through Citrix Receiver, has scored
evenly above and below the median. It does not have outliers either. The
collected data are not skewed to either direction. PC6 on the other hand has
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an outlier with low score. The effect of such outliers is described above. The
same applies here too.
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Figure 4.6: The box plot of CPUMark for PC3.This is a VDI desktop is with
dual vCores. It is generated by Vendor2’s software. It runs on the local
drive of its ESXi host

Figure 4.6 shows the CPUMark value distribution of the last desktop
in this review. This computer runs from the hard drive of a ESXi host.
It has the same specification as VDI6GDesktop1(via Citrix Receiver) and
VDI6GDesktop2(via Vendor2’s client). The details about this has been
mentioned at the beginning of this section. Since the outlier of PC3’s
CPUMark value lie at extreme low around 1750, and the other marks
are concentrated between 1900 and 1960, the whole chart could not be
placed side by side with PC1 and PC2. Thus, except the outlier, values
are distributed almost evenly.

Memory Mark

The procedure of reviewing the box plot of the memory scores, and all other
component scores for that matter, is similar to that of the CPU’s. The box
plots are presented in figures 4.7,4.9, 4.8, 4.10and 4.11.

If one looks at figure 4.7, then PC1 and PC2 has two outliers each. One
can also observe that the whiskers of PC2 are relatively shorter than that
of PC1. A closer look at figure 4.8 shows that the memory chips of the
old desktop, pC4, scores closely related memory marks in fourteen out of
fifteen tests. One of the tests however happen to be extreme low. The scores
jump from 550 mark to 700. Extreme values of such type in collected data
can give biased impression if one tries to describe them using mean. In this
case however, the mean value will have been reduced by 2% if the outlier
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Figure 4.7: The box plot of Mem-
ory Mark for PC1 and PC2
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Figure 4.8: The box plot of Mem-
ory Mark values for PC4(old).
It has DDR2-667MHz DSRAM
memory

were present. Since the mean is 750 reducing it by 2% gives 735 which does
not deviate so much from the mean. The standard deviation for this data
set is 49. The value is 0.3 standard deviations away from the mean.

Figure 4.9 shows that Memory mark values for PC5 and PC6 are a
skewed. The 3rd quartile of PC5 is closer to the median than the 1st quartile
does. This in turn tells that the memory scores are concentrated within
short interval , about <935, 950> while the half of the values are spread in
larger interval, about <800, 935>. The converse happen to be for PC6. The
lower tail of the box is narrower. The median is taken from table 4.2.

The memory chips of ThinkCenter are DDR3 running at high frequency.
The obtained scores are very closely related figures. They range from 2295
to 2302. These scores are shown clearly in figure 4.10. This box plot shows
also that the data are symmetrically distributed with respect to the median
of the data. This shows also the reliability of the collected data on that
computer. It is because many iterations of test , in this case , fifteen were
undertaken but the recorded was almost the on every iteration.

Figure 4.11 shows that PC3’s memory mark range from 1000 to 1150.
The range is wider compared to the corresponding ranges for the physical
desktops shown in figure 4.8 and 4.10. The results of the two other VDI
desktops also show similar fluctuation of their memory scores. The results
of the the last two VDI desktops has been reviewed already the figures
are available at figure 4.7. Despite such fluctuations, the scores are evenly
distributed on both sides of the median.
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Figure 4.9: The box plot of Mem-
ory Mark for PC5 and PC6. VDI
desktops with 16GB memory
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Figure 4.10: The box plot
of Memory Mark values for
PC7(ThinkCenter). This com-
puter has 16GB DDR3 SDRAM
memory.

Computer Name Min. 1st Qu. Median Mean 3rd Qu. Max.
PC1 1066 1124 1141 1132 1155 1175
PC2 1079 1130 1146 1140 1160 1188
PC3 1001 1053 1074 1070 1089 1142
PC4 554.5 724.2 739.9 724.5 745.9 759.0
PC5 734.4 810.0 935.1 905.2 975.2 1083.0
PC6 1001 1053 1074 1070 1089 1142
PC7 2295 2297 2298 2298 2300 2302

Table 4.2: Summary of Memory Mark for the seven desktops

After fifteen memory test iterations, the averages for each computer
is shown in figure 4.12. The memory chips of the of the VDI desktop
score better than chips of the old desktop. The memory chips of the
new desktops ThinkCenter, however , are performing better than their
counterparts VDIT16GDesktop1 and VDIT16GDektop2. If one inspects the
bar chart closer, ThinkCenter’s memory cards score twice as much as every
other VDI desktops’ memory chips.

Disk Mark

The review of DiskMark values starts with inspecting the distribution of the
data. They are presented in box plots in figures 4.13, 4.17, 4.15 and 4.14 and
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Figure 4.11: The box plot of Memory Mark values for PC3.This VDI desktop
resides in the local drive of its host with 6GB virtual memory.
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Figure 4.12: The average Memory Mark values of each device.
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4.16. Diskmark scores of PC4, the old computer, are not dispersed in wide
range. Figure 4.14 shows two outliers that could affect the mean of the
scores. The remaining diskmark scores have little variation. The standard
deviation of the diskmark scores without the outliers is 3.0. If the outliers
are included then the standard deviation becomes 50.8. The mean of the
scores is reduced by 20 marks due to the outliers. It corresponds about 2%
difference.
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Figure 4.13: The box plot of
DiskMark PC1 and PC2. These
two VDI desktops run on SAN
storage of the test-bed
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Figure 4.14: The box plot of
DiskMark values for PC4. This
computer is of the old type and it
has SATAII HD disk

If one looks at figure 4.13, PC2’s virtual disk scored entirely higher
than PC1’s in minimum 50% of the iterations. It is because the heavy line
representing median of PC2 lies above the maximum score of PC1. One can
observe that the scores of PC1 are symmetric with respect to its median.
Consequently, the distribution is not skewed to either direction from the
median. The distance between the two whiskers for PC2’s results also show
that they have wider range. The corresponding inspection for PC1’s disk
scores shows narrower range.

Box plot of diskmark values for the SSD drive of PC7(the new
computer) is shown in figure 4.16. This figure shows that the scores
are symmetrically distributed above and below the median of the data.
The whiskers lie almost at the same distance from the quartiles they are
attached with. The data are, therefore , are not skewed. The advantages and
challenges of skewed data has been reviewed earlier in connection with the
analysis of CPUMark values.

Figure 4.17 shows narrow strip between the heavy line in the box which
is the median and the 3rd quartile. The score difference is as narrow as
the strip. This tells in turn that there was little variation in that part. The
distance from the 3rd to the maximum value is also shorter compared to
the lower tail. In summary, half of the data are concentrated with little
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Figure 4.15: The box plot of
DiskMark PC5 and PC6. These
two VDI desktops run on SAN
storage of the test-bed
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Figure 4.16: The box plot of
DiskMark values for PC7. This
computer uses SSD disk.
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Figure 4.17: The box plot of DiskMark values for PC3.This VDI desktop
resides in the local drive of its host.

difference while the other half part have larger diskmark values. The data
are apparently skewed. In symmetric data layout, one will expect the
median, the heavy line, should cut the middle of the box and the tails has
to be the same distance away from their nearest quartile.

Although it has been discussed in the approach chapter, it is good
to mention that the SAN disk storage and the switches that hubs all the
computers of in the test bed has gigabit NIC. Nevertheless, the upload
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rate of is limited to 100Mb/s. Thus, this limitation will for sure affect
the performance of the virtual desktops it hosts. As it is shown in figure
4.15, the top score for both VDI desktops are under 300 Marks. The value
is relatively low compared to the values of the old computer. These two
computers are supposed to be compared with the new physical desktop, its
minimum score is seven times higher than the scores of the VDI desktops
PC5 and PC6. Regarding the spreading of the data, one can observe that
the scores of PC5 which was accessed via Citrix Receiver had little variation
in mark values which is good. On the contrary, the scores of PC6 were
skewed. In about seven times of the iterations, the scores were greatly
dispersed. It has also two outliers. The only difference between these
two VDI desktops was that they were provision via two different software.
During the test each of them were tested independently and other activities
that require high I/O on the data center was turn off. PerforformanceTest 8
was the only software that loaded the two VDI desktops in the data center
of the test-bed, each in its own queue.
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Figure 4.18: The average Disk Mark values of each device.

Having get through each computer disk results, it is time to wrap up
and tell if there is a winner or two. As it is mentioned initially in this
section, PC3(VDI6GLDDesktop2) runs on the local drive of its host.Figure
4.18 shows that the Disk Mark value of this computer(PC3) is much more
higher than the other virtual desktops which utilise SAN storage on the
Ubuntu server. The same figure also shows that shows that the hard drive
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of PC4(the old computer) performs better than the corresponding disks
of VDI desktops;Pc1 and Pc2. However, the conclusion has to be verified
using statistic test. Since the difference could be just random errors.

2D Graphic Mark

The 2D Graphics Mark test loads computers with a number of graphic
operations. Examples of such operations are given in mentioned in section
3.3.2. In short, it loads plans that fly, figures that get coloured with some
effects, rending of vectors of different types of polygons, filling them with
colours and many more operations. The mark value one gets, depends on
both the strength of the graphics card and the colour depth used at the time
of test. For fair comparison all the computers were configured to use 32-
bit colour depth. In a similar manner as for the other Mark values, it is
necessary to start inspecting how the spreading of the 2D Graphics Mark
values looks like. They are plotted in box plots shown in figures 4.19 and ,
4.21, 4.23, 4.20 and 4.22.
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Figure 4.19: The box plot of 2D
Graphics Mark for PC1 and PC2
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Figure 4.20: The box plot of 2D
Graphics mark PC4.

Figure 4.19 shows that the virtual desktops PC1 and PC2 which once
again use Citrix Receiver and Vendor2’s Client have evenly distributed
data. The argument is of course the same as for the others.

Figure 4.20 shows that the old desktop MSIDesktop ,PC4 has two
outliers. The remaining thirteen marks are skewed since almost half of the
scored data are the same as the 3rd quartile while the other half has slightly
more variation between them. However, since the standard deviation for
the whole set is 3.8, the skewness does not prevent us to use mean value as
representative for all the measured 2D Graphics scores.
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Figure 4.21: The box plot of 2D
Graphics Mark for PC5 and PC6.
Both of these VDI desktops have
four vCores and 16GB memory.
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Figure 4.22: The box plot of
2D Graphics Mark for PC7.
PC7(ThinkCenter) is new com-
puter with Intel Core i5 4.gen,
16G DDR3 and dedicated HD
graphics card.

When one looks at figure 4.21, the 2D Graphics Mark for PC5 does not
vary in wide range. The figure also shows that the scores are symmetrically
distributed over its median. It has an outlier that does not lie far away
from the lowest whiskers. It is worth mentioning that these two virtual
desktops are equipped with relatively better hardware specifications. Both
of has 4 vCores and 16GB memory. The figure also shows that Vendor2’s
desktop scored much better in all of the fifteen iterations since the box with
its whiskers is plotted at higher 2D Graphics Mark level, above 380 marks.
PC5’s outlier is not far away from the lower whiskers. Marks recorded in
the range from 3rd quartile to the maximum for PC6 are relatively more
dispersed than those that lie in the lower tail.

Figure 4.22 shows that the 2D Graphics marks of PC7, ThinkCen-
ter(new), are plotted evenly above and below the median.Thus, the data are
not skewed. This compute has dedicated graphics card. One can also ob-
serve, the scores does not vary widely. In fact the whole plot box is shorten
than 5 marks. The standard deviation which is 2.5 confirms this fact too.

Figure 4.23 shows box plot of the control virtual desktop. One can
observe little bit skewness. Many of the scores above the median have
lower variation gap than those scores under the median. The top whisker
lies relatively higher, but it will of course not lie outside 1.5 times the inter
quartile range.
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Figure 4.23: The box plot of 2D Graphics mark PC3. PC3 is VDI desktop
and it runs on the local drive of its ESXi host

Figure 4.24 shows the bar chart of the average 2D Graphics Mark scored
for each computer. The old computer scores lower than its counter VDI
desktops,VDI6GDesktop1(PC1) and VDI6GDesktop2(PC2). Yet, this has to
be confirmed via statistical test. It is because the extra scores that the VDI
desktops get can be due random error. If one compares the VDI desktops
with relatively higher specification(4 vCores and 16GB memory) with that
of the new computer, ThinkCenter(PC7), the result shows that the later
performs much better than the former. It has to be mentioned that the new
has not only video card but also SSD drive. The other components does
are in a way comparable, both the VDI desktops( DI6GDesktop1(PC1) and
VDI6GDesktop2(PC2)) and the ThinkCenter has four cores and the same
amount of memory.

3D Graphics Mark

PerformanceTest 8 omits running 3D Graphics Mark test, if the computer
does not fulfil the minimum hardware requirement. All of the virtual
desktops scored zero on this test. The results of 3D Graphics mark for the
two physical computers are plotted in box plot in figure shown in figure
4.26. This figure shows that PC4 has an outlier, while the remaining data
are evenly distributed on both sides of the median. On the contrary, the 3D
Graphics Marks for PC7(ThinkCenter) are skewed where the 3rd quartile
is in fact closer to the median than the 2nd quartile does. However, it has
to be mentioned that the standard deviation in this case is small, s = 6.6
3D Graphics Mark. The bar chart shown in figure 4.27 shows the relative
difference in 3D Graphics Mark values between the old and the new. The
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Figure 4.24: The average 2D Graphics Mark values of each device. VDI
Desktops are prefixed with VDI and the numbers that follow tells the
memory amount. Those that are suffixed by 1 and 2 generated from Citrix
and Vendor2’s respectively

figure shows nothing concerning the virtual desktops since they score zero.
Figure 4.26 shows that the 3D Graphics scores of are spread skewed.

There is wider distribution under the median. On the contrary, the scores
above the median are not dispersed in wide range.

4.1.2 PassMark overall system performance results

In this subsection the details of the overall performances of the computers
will be presented. As mentioned earlier fifteen iterations of test has
been made on each computer. PerformanceTest 8 uses the individual
component Mark values , reviewed in subsection 4.1.1, to calculate the
overall performance of the computers. The score that tells the strength of
the computers is calculated using the equation 3.1 in section 3.3.2.

It has to be mentioned that according the documentation of Perfor-
manceTest 8, a component that scores very high will not raise the total per-
formance score of the computer. On the contrary, if a component is per-
forming poor, then the computer that hosts the component will be pun-
ished. Consequently, the PassMark value of the computer will be reduced.

In the experiment, computers that did not support 3D Graphics Mark
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Figure 4.25: Boxplot of 3D Graph-
icsmark. PC4 has nVidia 7100
video card with 128MB dedicated
memory
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Figure 4.26: The box plot of 3D
Graphics Mark for PC7 which has
Geforce GT640 with 2GB dedi-
cated memory.

test were warned to lose 28% of their PassMark value. This percent is not
configurable. This warning shew up on all virtual machines. Concisely, if
two computers, of the same type in every other aspect than 3D Graphics
feature, compete, then the one that supports 3D will score 28% more in
PassMark than the one that does not support 3D Graphics test.

Box plot of PassMark values

It is necessary to look at the spreading of the values although these values
are not directly measured but they are calculated on the basis of the
component values. The box plots are shown in figures 4.28, 4.30, 4.32, 4.29
and 4.31.

Figure 4.28 shows that PassMark values of PC1 are skewed and it has an
outlier. How to tell if a given box plot has skewed data has been explained
multiple times above. This two combinations will generally tell that the
data is dispersed. In this case, however, since the standard deviation is
small , s = 5.9, and the range is not wide, the gab between the individual
passmark values is minimal. Regarding PC2’s PassMark scores , they are
distributed evenly below and above the median. One can quickly tell that
in over half of the total PassMark values recorded, PC2 scores above all
PassMark values of PC1.

In Figure 4.30, one can observe that the PassMark values of PC5 are
concentrated in the range between 670 and 720. It is only 40 PassMarks
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Figure 4.27: The average 3D Graphics Mark values of each device.

wide. On the contrary if one looks at PassMark values of PC6, they are
dispersed in wider range. The two extreme outliers also make a difference.
In fact table 4.3 shows that PC6 has a standard deviation of 77. The same
table shows also confidence interval, the computed value is not precise, the
interval is too wide.

Since confidence interval is very important concept in describing
collected data, a short reminder is depicted here. The interpretation of
confidence interval is often tailored to the given experiment. In this case, if
one makes many more performance test iterations on a specific computer,
the confidence interval will include the true mean in 95 out of 100 test
iterations. One can also explain the meaning of 95% CI as such: it is 95%
probable that the true mean lies within the confidence interval. Confidence
Interval is use full in describing the unknown population mean of numeric
data. The 95% confidence interval of PassMark mean values of each
computer and their respective standard deviation are computed and given
in table 4.3. The PassMark values for PC3 is shown in figure 4.32. It has
an outlier that scores a little bit higher than 800 PassMark. The remaining
PassMark values of the computer are within sixty PassMark range. One
can also observe that values are skewed, not drastically, though. Over half
of the computed values within shorter range while the other half is spread
in wider range as it is shown in the box. The heavy line is as usual the
median. The outlier has an effect when one wants to compute 95% CI for
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Figure 4.28: The box plot of Pass-
Mark values for PC1 and PC2.
Average values of PassMark af-
ter each iteration is collected and
plotted here.
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Figure 4.29: The box plot of Pass-
Mark values for PC4

that computer. As it is depicted in table 4.3, the confidence interval for this
computer is wider than all other computers’ range except that of PC6 which
was discussed earlier.

Figure 4.29 shows the box plot of PassMark values for the old computer
PC4, which is also named as MSIDesktop. The The PassMark values of
this computer has four outliers that lie maximum twenty five PassMark
values away from the median. The remaining PassMark values, however,
lie tightly together, within five mark range. They tell in eleven out of
fifteen computations, the values are almost the same and they are also
symmetrically distributed above and below the heavy line,median. Thus,
the PassMark scores are not skewed.

The PassMark scores of the new computer are plotted figure 4.31. This
figure shows that the 2nd quartile of the PassMark scores of PC7 are closer
to the median than the 3rd quartile does. This in turn tells that ca. 50%
of the recorded data, sum of 25% lying between the 3rd quartile and the
the top whiskers and 25% lying between the 3rd and 2nd quartile, are
concentrated in relatively lower range. The data are a little bit skewed but
since all of them taken as a set within short gab, about 60 PassMark, their
real dispersion is not as large as it looks like in the figure. The computed
standard deviation and 95% in table 4.3 conveys similar message, namely
little variation is recorded. As it was mentioned earlier, little variation
combined with less skewed data are good premises to utilise t-test.
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Figure 4.30: The box plot of Pass-
Mark values for PC5 and PC6.
Both are VDI desktops. Quad
vCore and 16GB Memory
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Figure 4.31: The box plot of Pass-
Mark values for PC7(new). With
DDR3,SSD drive and Intel Core i5
4th gen.

Figure 4.33 shows the average PassMark scores recorded for each com-
puter. This average tells the strength of the overall system performance
of the computer. These values will be used to compare the overall per-
formances of the computer. Detailed description as to how the PassMark
scores are calculated is given in subsection 3.3.2. The figure shows that both
of the VDI desktops VDI6GDesktop1(PC1) and VDI6GDesktop2(PC2) per-
form better than the old desktops, MSIDesktop. One can also observe that
VDI6GLDDesktop2(PC3) is performing much better than VDI6GDesktop2.
In fact, the average PassMark score for the former is 38% more than
for the later. The only difference between VDI6GLDDesktop2(PC3) and
VDI6GDesktop2(PC2) is the underlying storage. The former resides on
the local hard drive of its ESXi host while the later runs on SAN stor-
age. During the performance test both of them were accessed through
Vendor2’s client from the same client ,one after other, since they are gen-
erated by Vendor2’s VDI. It has to be emphasized that they are otherwise
identical.Thus, the extra performance PassMark can only be accounted for
the storage difference. The figure also shows that ThinkCenter desktop
is performing much better than its counterparts VDIT16GDesktop1 and
VDIT16GDesktop2. Although VDIT16GDesktop1 and VDIT16GDesktop2
have 16GB memory and four vCores, which are supposed to compete
with the new one ThinkCenter, they are not performing better than
VDI6GDesktop1 and VDI6GDesktop2 both of which have only 6GB mem-
ory and two vCores. In fact, the figure shows that these four VDI desktops
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Computer name Mean Standard deviation 95% CI
PC1 637 6 <618 , 656 >
PC2 647 9 <606 , 687 >
PC3 939 31 <401 , 1478 >
PC4 395 9 <351 , 439 >
PC5 675 13 <580 , 770 >
PC6 665 77 <-2634 , 3964 >
PC7 3219 15 <3091 ,3347 >

Table 4.3: PassMark values mean, SD and 95% CI
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Figure 4.32: The box plot of PassMark values for PC3. This computer
resides in the local drive of its ESXi host.

score around 600 PassMark each.
Another interesting result shown in figure 4.33, that deserves special

attention, is the performance difference between the four VDI desktops
that use SAN storage and that of the control VDI desktop running on the
local drive of its host. The results are summarised in table 4.4. This tells
that the contribution of disk performance to the total system performance
is much larger than that of the memory and CPU. Another way of
interpreting the result when one specially compares VDI6GLDDesktop2
and VDIT16GDesktop2, is the punishment that the VDIT16GDesktop2 gets
due to its residence address (SAN storage) is larger than the gains it gets
due to more cores and memory. Because these two desktops are generated
from the same VDI software, but the later desktop has 2 vCores and 10GB
memory extra compared to the former.

The bar diagram is good at visualising the results for quick overview
of how the PassMark values of each computer look like. However, it is
necessary to undertake further statistical analysis to collect evidence for a
conclusion. This is very crucial specially if the differences are small and
one wants to make which one is better. It is because the small differences
can raise due to random errors.
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Figure 4.33: The average PassMark values (overall system performance) for
each computer.

4.2 User-friendliness and functionality survey results

4.2.1 User-friendliness

In this subsection results of user-friendliness survey will be presented. The
importance of user friendliness survey is already discussed in section 3.3.5.
The performance of a system may be top but if it is not user friendly for the
intended target group then it is not worth implementing it. Recall that it is
the user friendliness of the virtual desktops that will be inspected for user
friendliness. The students worked their usual classwork assignments on
VDI6GDesktop1 and VDI6GDesktop2 using Citrix Receiver and Vendor2’s
client respectively. The response rate has been 52% (13 out of 25) and 64%
(16 out of 25) on virtual desktop through Citrix Receiver and Vendor2’s
client respectively. The results are summarised in table 4.5.

4.2.2 Functionality

In this subsection the results of the students’ inspection on the functionality
of the two virtual desktops will be presented. As of today, the students
use Windows 7 64bit professional operating system on their desktop. Then
they use VMware Workstation to set up a network of virtual machines with
minimum one server and one client. Exactly similar type of set up has been
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Compared to : Performance gain of VDI6GLDDesktop
VDI6GDesktop1 45 %
VDIG6Desktop2 42 %
VDIT16Desktop1 36 %
VDIT16Desktop2 39 %

Table 4.4: Performance gain of VDI6GLDDesktop as the result of using local
storage of its ESXi host

tried on both virtual machines. VMware Workstation in virtual machine
does not support running 64 bit operating systems. In other words, such
type of virtual nesting does not allow the student to test a network of
Windows server with client. As such this part of the inspection was not
included in the list of tasks that the students were asked to check. The
results of shown in table.

4.3 Statistical Analysis of Desktop Comparisons

4.3.1 The Old system vs Corresponding VDI Desktops

The bar diagrams in figure 4.33 shows that the VDI desktops perform
better than the old desktops. In this subsection , statistical analysis will
be undertaken either to confirm or disprove this claim. The collected data
are independent. Even the VDI desktops were not affecting each since the
system resource made idle to avoid biased result. Resource computer that
ran in the cluster of the VDI environment were turned off temporarily.
Some box plot of the underlying data show some degree of skewness
but one inspects the scores closely, most of the data were by and large
symmetric over median. It is therefore safe to assume that the means
follow normal distribution. Table 4.3 shows the average passmark scores
of each computer. The following procedure has been followed to run the
test statistic:

• First the two VDI desktops will be compared. These are PC1 and
PC2. They are generated by VDI-in-a-Box and Vendor2’s software
respectively.

• Since the mean PassMark scores show that PC2 scores better than
PC1, a one tailed t-test will be used to confirm or disprove the
observation. If there is a winner, then it will compete with the old
system. If there is no statistically significant difference between them
then the winner of the user friendliness survey will be selected.

Shapiro Normality Test for PC1’s PassMark values

If one looks at the PC2’s PassMark values of figure 4.28, as it was
discussed earlier, the PassMark scores of PC2 are evenly distributed. The
corresponding records for are a little bit skewed. To confirm normality,
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Shapiro-Wilk normality test has been applied on the recorded PassMark
scores of PC1. The null and alternative hypotheses are given as follows:
H0PassMarkscoreso f PC1arenormallydistributed
H1 : PassMarkscoreso f PC1arenotnormallydistributed

The results from Rstudio are as follows:

> shapiro.test(VDI6GDesktop1$PassMark.Rating)

Shapiro-Wilk normality test

data: VDI6GDesktop1$PassMark.Rating
W = 0.94684, p-value = 0.4761

Since the p-value = 0.4761 > α = 0.05 (the level of significance). One can
not and should reject the null hypothesis. This confirms the PC1’s scores
are normally distributed.

VDI desktops from VDI-in-a-Box vs Vendor2’s software (PC1 vs PC2)

Rstudio will be used to make the computations. In this case, the signifi-
cance level α = 0.001. Assume that µ1 is the population mean for PassMark
scores of PC1 types and µ2, population means for PC2. Here is the state-
ment for hypothesis testing: H0 : µ1 − µ2 = 0
H1 : µ1 − µ2 < 0

The data are imported to Rstudio and the confidence level, conf.level=0.99
which corresponds α = 0.01 significance level. Since the assumption for in-
dependence and normality is in place, and that the stand deviation of the
differences population is unknown, Welch Two Sample t-test is the appro-
priate choice. The one tail test with alternative ="less" is selected since the
observed means indicate that PassMark scores of VDI6GDesktop1(PC1) <
VDI6GDesktop2(PC2).

As default, Welch Two Sample t-test in R assumes that you are comparing
two populations that do not have the same standard deviation, if that is
the case, leave the default value var.equal=FALSE otherwise specify it as
TRUE. In this case it is left as default.

The following command is supplied to the R prompt. The results follow
too.

> t.test(VDI6GDesktop1$PassMark.Rating,VDI6GDesktop2$PassMark.Rating,conf.level = 0.99,alternative="less")

Welch Two Sample t-test

data: VDI6GDesktop1$PassMark.Rating and VDI6GDesktop2$PassMark.Rating
t = -3.5232, df = 24.808, p-value = 0.0008397
alternative hypothesis: true difference in means is less than 0
99 percent confidence interval:
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-Inf -2.773939
sample estimates:
mean of x mean of y
637.1467 646.5733

The result shows that the null hypothesis should be rejected because
the p-value = 0.0008397 is less than α = 0.01,the significance level. The
99% CI for the true mean of the differences is computed and given as
< −∞,−2.773939 >. This interval does not include null. The confidence
interval confirms also that it is 99% probable that the true mean of
differences lie in the interval < −∞,−2.773939 >, meaning it is less than
zero. Since the p-value is very small, there is strong evidence to conclude
that VDI6GDesktop2(PC2) is better than VDI6GDesktop1(PC1). In other
words, the names are not easy to remember, VDI desktops generated by
Vendor2’s software are performing better than those created by VDI-in-a-
Box.

The old desktop vs the weakest of the VDI desktops

In the earlier subsection, VDI desktops generated by Vendor2’s are better
than those that are created by VDI-in-a-Box. Further inspection will be
made if VDI desktops by VDI-in-a-Box (the weakest of the two) are better
than the old desktops. The procedure and assumptions are similar. The
only thing that should be inspected is if the PassMark values of the old
desktops follow normal distribution.

Rstudio shows the following result:

> shapiro.test(MSIDesktop$PassMark.Rating)

Shapiro-Wilk normality test

data: MSIDesktop$PassMark.Rating
W = 0.78178, p-value = 0.002166

Since p-value = 0.002166 < α = 0.05, the PassMark scores follow normal
distribution, inspecting the box plots has also shown similar conclusions if
one excludes the outliers. One can now safely proceed to hypothesis testing
using t-test.

Here are the null and alternative hypotheses:
noindent H0 : µ1 − µ2 = 0
H1 : µ1 − µ2 < 0

Results from R-studio follows here:

> t.test(MSIDesktop$PassMark.Rating,VDI6GDesktop1$PassMark.Rating,conf.level = 0.9999,alternative="less")

Welch Two Sample t-test
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data: MSIDesktop$PassMark.Rating and VDI6GDesktop1$PassMark.Rating
t = -87.831, df = 24.231, p-value < 2.2e-16
alternative hypothesis: true difference in means is less than 0
99.99 percent confidence interval:

-Inf -229.7755
sample estimates:
mean of x mean of y
395.3267 637.1467

Since the p-value < 2.2e-16 is much smaller than a α = 0.0001, there is
strong evidence to conclude that the weakest VDI desktop is better than the
old system. The confidence interval for the mean of differences also shows
that it is 99.99% probable that true mean of difference lie int confidence
interval: < −∞,−229.7755 > which is far away from zero. Therefore, there
is strong evidence to conclude that the VDI desktops generated using both
vendors perform better than the old desktops.

4.3.2 The New system vs Corresponding VDI Desktops

The assumptions and the procedures are same as those depicted
in subsection 4.3.1. The computers involved are ThinkCenter(PC7),
VDIT16GDesktop1(PC5) and VDIT16GDesktop2(PC6). Table 4.3 shows the
average PassMark of each computer including these ones. Their detailed
hardware specification can be found in table 3.4.

Comparison of VDI Desktops that have higher hardware specifications

The same procedure and assumptions are used here too. The hypothesis
are as follows:
noindent H0 : µ1 − µ2 = 0
H1 : µ1 − µ2 < 0
T he results from Rstudio looks like the following:

> t.test(VDIT16Desktop1$PassMark.Rating,VDIT16Desktop2$PassMark.Rating,conf.level = 0.9999,alternative="less")

Welch Two Sample t-test

data: VDIT16Desktop1$PassMark.Rating and VDIT16Desktop2$PassMark.Rating
t = -28.192, df = 18.777, p-value < 2.2e-16
alternative hypothesis: true difference in means is less than 0
99.99 percent confidence interval:

-Inf -205.9422
sample estimates:
mean of x mean of y
675.0467 921.1667

The null hypotheses is rejected. Since the p-value < 2.2e-16 < α =
0.0001 . The 99.99% CI for the mean of the differences population is <
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−∞,−205.9422 > which does not include zero. One can also interpret the
99% CI as such: in 99.99% of future tests , the true mean of the differences
lies in the computed confidence interval,< −∞,−205.9422 > , which does
not include zero. A p-value which is less than 2.2e-16, would mean if the
null hypothesis H0 : µ1 − µ2 = 0 were true such extreme difference would
occur in 1 out of Quadrillion test which contradicts with the interpretation
of confidence interval. Thus both the p-value and the CI confirm that the
null hypothesis is rejected. Since the p-value is very small there is strong
statistically significant evidence to conclude that VDI desktops ,with higher
hardware specifications, generated by Vendor2’s software perform better
than those create by VDI-in-a-Box.

Comparison the winner of the VDI desktops with the new desk-
tops(ThinkCenter)

VDIT16Desktop2 which the winner of the VDI desktops will be compared
with the new desktop, ThinkCenter. The formulation for the hypothesis
will be similar to the above. The assumptions will be the same here too.
Detailed explanation about this given above. Since the means of PassMark
scores for VDIT16Desktop2(PC6) is less than that of the ThinkCenter, the
null and alternative hypotheses should be formulated as follows:
H0 : µ1 − µ2 = 0
H1 : µ1 − µ2 < 0

The results from R-studio follows here:

> t.test(VDIT16Desktop2$PassMark.Rating,Thinkcenter$PassMark.Rating,conf.level = 0.9999,alternative="less")

Welch Two Sample t-test

data: VDIT16Desktop2$PassMark.Rating and Thinkcenter$PassMark.Rating
t = -256.57, df = 20.291, p-value < 2.2e-16
alternative hypothesis: true difference in means is less than 0
99.99 percent confidence interval:

-Inf -2257.18
sample estimates:
mean of x mean of y
921.1667 3218.8667

Since the p-value < 2.2e-16 is much smaller than the α = 0.0001
significance level. The null hypothesis is rejected. The 99.99% CI of the
mean of the differences is < −∞,−205.9422 > does not include zero at
all. A p-value of such size expresses the degree of certainty. If the null
hypothesis H0 : µ1 − µ2 = 0 were true, then such a large gap, between
the PassMark for the new and the best VDI desktop, would exist in 1 out
of 1Quadrillion tests. The 99.99% confidence interval tells that it is 99.99%
probable that the true mean of differences will lie in < −∞,−205.9422 >
interval. Therefore, there is strong statistically significant evidence to
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conclude that ThinkCenter performs better than VDIT16Desktop2 which
is the best of the two VDI desktops with high hardware specifications.
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Chapter 5

Discussion and Conclusion

5.1 Discussion

In this section thorough discussion on findings of results and analysis
chapter will be presented. The discussion depicted here follow the same
order as in the previous chapter to make easier and logical flow of
arguments. This section is therefore divided into two subsections 5.1.1 and
5.1.2.

5.1.1 Performance Comparison of the Desktops

The test results presented in the earlier subsections were based on the
Welch Two Sample Test. This test requires that the recorded data follow
normal distribution and that they are independent of each other. Shapiro
test has been undertaken to confirm the assumption of normality. That
test has shown that there is strong evidence to confirm the data under test
follow normal distribution. In addition, the inspection of the box plots
of each computer tell how evenly the data are spread with respect their
median. This tells indirectly if the data follow normal distribution. That
was also confirmed. It is therefore fair to assume that the PassMark scores
of each test iteration follow normal distribution.

The second assumption was independence of the data. The four VDI
desktops, PC1, PC2 , PC5 and PC6 lie in the same data center, they were
loaded with intensive operations by PerformanceTest 8 separately. During
the performance test, all resource demanding virtual machines in the
cluster of the test-bed were turned off to pinpoint exactly how the VDI
desktops perform with out interference one after the other. It is therefore
fair to assume that the iterations were independent of each other.

As default, Welch Two Sample t-test in R assumes that you are comparing
two populations that do not have the same standard deviation, if that is
the case, leave the default value var.equal=FALSE otherwise specify it as
TRUE. In this case it is left as default. It is fair to assume this too, since the
sample variance of PassMark scores of each were different. The summary
in table 4.3 confirms difference.
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Comparison VDI desktops of VDI-in-a-Box vs Vendor2

The results in section 4.3 shows there is strong statistically evidence to
assert that desktops generated by Vendor2’s software outperform those
VDI desktops generated by VDI-in-a-Box. These applies both to those
having high and low hardware specifications. As discussed in subsection
5.1.1, since the assumptions are in place, the conclusions are valid. When
p-values are very small, the statistical evidence of rejecting the null
hypothesis become stronger. Since the p-values during the pairwise
comparison was too small, there is statistically strong evidence to conclude
that Vendor2’s VDI desktops outperform those generated by VDI-in-a-Box.

Comparison Old desktops vs VDI desktop counterpart

The weakest VDI desktops was compared with the old desktops. In this
case, since there is larger gap between the PassMark scores of the old
desktop and weakest VDI desktop (PC1), a confidence level of 0.9999 was
selected to find out if there is strong evidence tell that the PC1 outperforms
the old desktop. Despite such high level of confidence, the p-value was
smaller than the corresponding significance level of α = 0.0001. The
null hypothesis was rejected. The computed p-value also tell that if the
null hypothesis were true, then the observed large difference would have
been in 1 out Quadrillion tests.However, this contradicts directly with the
interpretation of the 99.99% confidence interval which tells that it is 99,99%
probable that true mean of the differences population lie in the computed
confidence interval, < −∞,−205.9422 > which does not include zero.

Comparison new desktops vs Vendor2’s VDI desktops

Since the new desktop, ThinkCenter scored more than three times Pass-
Mark compared to Vendor2’s VDI desktop which has the highest PassMark
of the VDI desktops, one tailed test was appropriate to probe for statistical
evidence. The level of confidence was also increased to 0.9999. Despite
such high level of confidence which also mean very low of significance
level, the p-value was still much lower. The null hypothesis was there-
fore rejected. Therefore there is strong statistical evidence to conclude that
ThinkCenter wins the comparison.

Desktops on SAN storage vs on ESXi local drive

Figure 4.33 shows shows that both of the VDI desktops VDI6GDesktop1(PC1)
and VDI6GDesktop2(PC2) perform better than the old desktops, MSIDesk-
top. One can also observe that VDI6GLDDesktop2(PC3) is performing
much better than VDI6GDesktop2. In fact, the average PassMark score
for the former is 38% more than for the later. The only difference be-
tween VDI6GLDDesktop2(PC3) and VDI6GDesktop2(PC2) is the underly-
ing storage. The former resides on the local hard drive of its ESXi host
while the later runs on SAN storage of the test-bed. During the perfor-
mance test both of them were accessed through Vendor2’s client from the
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same client ,one after other, since they are generated by Vendor2’s VDI. It
has to be emphasized that they are otherwise identical.Thus, the extra per-
formance PassMark can only be accounted for the storage difference. Al-
though VDIT16GDesktop1 and VDIT16GDesktop2 have higher hardware
specification, 16GB memory and four vCores, they are not performing bet-
ter than VDI6GDesktop1 and VDI6GDesktop2 both of which have only
6GB memory and two vCores. In fact, the figure shows that these four
VDI desktops score around 600 PassMark each. The increased memory
and vCPU resource has not given corresponding gain in performance.

Another interesting result shown in figure 4.33, that deserves special
attention, is the performance difference between the four VDI desktops
that use SAN storage with gigabit NIC and that of the control VDI desktop
running on the local drive of its ESXi host. The results are summarised
in table 4.4. The table shows that the contribution of disk performance to
the total system performance is much larger than that of the memory and
CPU. Another way of interpreting the results in the mentioned table, the
punishment due to utilising SAN storage is larger than the gains of adding
fast running resources such as memory and vCores. This was apparent in
the comparison between VDI6GLDDesktop (note LD for local drive, 2 for
Vendor2 and 6 for 6GB memory) and VDIT16GDesktop2(T for the same
number of cores as ThinkCenter which are four, 16GB memory,2 stands for
administered by vendor2). The 10GB memory and 2 vCores extra does not
give any more PassMark score to it. But the local drive has given more
PassMark values summarized as percent increase in table 4.4.

5.1.2 Comparison - User friendliness and functionality of VDI
Desktops

The summary of system performance scores of the computers in test are
given in bar chart in figure 4.33. These values were computed and given
by the benchmark tool,PerformanceTest 8. The students have used these
VDI desktops to do their usual classroom assignment and their feed back
was collected using the survey form presented in the earlier chapter. The
summary of the results is shown in tables 4.5 and 4.6. The former is
for user-friendliness and the later is for functionality. Since the students
were supposed to set up a network of virtual machines with at least one
client and server, the software they use to create and administer the virtual
machines is VMaware Workstation 9. This software was installed on both
types of VDI desktops. That is those that are accessed via Citrix Receiver
and Vendor2’s client. Non of these two support nested virtualization
with the possibility of running 64 bit. VM Workstation 9 can virtualize
the hardware when it is nested but does not run in long mode, which
does not allow running 64bit operating systems. It worked fine on both
VDI desktops. The students use Camstasia for create instructional videos.
The school has licenses of Camstasia 7, this version does not work on
both VDI desktop types either. One can record and play the instructional
videos, but the software does not show preview during video editing.Thus,
further testing using that software was stopped. Both VDI desktops did
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not support Camstasia 7. They were asked to try the newest version,
Camstasia 8. VDIs from VDI-in-a-Box scored 4.7 out of 6 while Vendor2’s
desktops scored an average of 3.6. One will normally expect better result on
outperforming VDI desktop. Table 4.5 more for further inspection. But the
total user experience score for Citrix Client and Vendor2’s client 4.3 and
4.1 respectively. The students commented that they them fast enough to
work with. The table shows also that some Vendor2’s users were struggling
to print out documents from VDI desktop, can not copy and paste The
collected data about functionality was categorical. Citrix Receiver has
scored better here too. Here are some of the negative experiences that the
students report about Vendor2’s client: 56% could not printout. 75% could
not copy and paste files and screen shots, 19% can not copy and paste text to
and from the client device. When some Vendor2 students can do something
while other cannot, one can tell that the feature exist but not user friendly.
Citrix users report that 15% could not printout and 23% could not copy and
paste. Every thing else worked fine. The response rate was about 50%.

The author has also tested some more activities on both Vendor2’s client
and Citrix Receiver. From user’s point of view, Citrix Receiver looks like
a transparent glass of window. As a user you can access the client’s local
drive, network drives, USB memory stick, web cam and other peripheries.
Citrix Receiver has tool bar that allow the users to minimise and maximise
the the cliet window it self. It looks like having an extra desktop running
side by side with the client device’s operating system. It grasps short keys
and mouse click faster than Vendor2’s VDI desktop.

When it comes to Vendor2’s client, the desktops of this vendor are
designed to replace the thin client. In contrast to the Citrix Receiver, no
drives of the thin client is available inside the VDI desktop. Accessing the
memory sticks is cumbersome. You need to put it in and out some time
before it shows up side the this VDI desktop. In contrast to Citrix Receiver,
it is not possible to minimize it. When you login to the desktop, then it
starts with full screen , you need to disconnect from the VDI desktop to get
back to the operating system of the thin client.

YouTube video of higher quality plays better in the Vendor2’s client.
Microsoft Office programmes are perceived to start faster in Vendor’2 client
than in citrix Receiver. Camstasia 8 was installed and tested, the author
finds it running faster in Vendor2’s client.

5.2 Conclusion

Virtual desktop infrastructure has been deployed using two applications.
The main goal of deploying the virtual desktops was to find out how
VDI performs compared to the old and new infrastructure implemented
for IT-services section at Skien Upper Secondary School. The metrics
of comparison are both total system performance, user friendliness and
functionality. Regarding performance test, PerformanceTest 8 has been used
to measure the performances of both the VDI and bare metal desktops.
Custom scripts have been used to run and collect the results of fifteen
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performance iterations on each desktop. Careful precaution has been
made to ensure fair comparison. Resource demanding events such as
anti-virus scan and Windows update have been turned off. During the
test, resource demanding virtual machines in the cluster of the three ESXi
hosts were also turned off. Furthermore, the desktop generators, VDI-in-a-
Box and Vendor2’s software were configured to create pairwise identical
virtual desktops, two types of VDI desktops from each vendor. Those
that have higher hardware specifications were compared with the new
desktops. Since the new desktops have 16GB memory and four cores,
the corresponding VDI desktops have four vCores and 16GB memory.
Similarly, the weaker VDI desktops have two vCores and 6GB memory in
order to make fair comparison with the old desktops that also have dual
core and 6GB memory. It has to be mentioned that complete fairness has
not been possible to achieve. A control VDI desktop that run on the local
drive of its ESXi host has also been created. This desktop of the weaker
type, with dual core and 6GB memory.

The results of PerformanceTest 8 show that there are strong statistical
evidences to conclude that:

• Both the weaker and stronger VDI desktops of Vendor2 perform
better than corresponding VDI desktops generated by VDI-in-a-Box.
The p-value and confidence level pairs are given as (0.0008397, 0.99)
and ( < 2.2e-16, 0.9999) respectively. The evidence is stronger in
the later comparison due to the extremely low p-value and high
confidence level.

• The VDI desktops of both vendors perform better than the old
desktops where confidence level is taken as 0.9999 and the p-values
for each are computed as p-value < 2.2e-16 by Rstudio.

• The new desktops perform better than the VDI desktops of both
vendors with the same p-value < 2.2e-16 and confidence level =
0.9999.

User Friendliness and Functionality survey shows that desktops of
VDI-in-a-Box are better than those desktops of Vendor2. Tge results are
summarized in tables 4.5 and 4.6.

This project has also uncovered two interesting findings. Both of
them deal with the effect of better disk performance on the total system
performance of the desktops. The first has been confirmed by testing the
control VDI desktop with all other VDI desktops. The control desktop,
VDI6GDesktop2, with 2 vCores and 6GB memory has scored 38% more
PassMark than the strongest of the VDI desktops, VDIT16GDesktop2 with
four vCores and 16GB. This shows the punishment of running the virtual
desktop on SAN storage is much larger than the performance gain due
to adding 10GB memory and two vCores extra. The second has been
confirmed by inspecting the PassMark scores of the VDI desktops that
run on the SAN storage. This shows that they score between 637 and 675
PassMark, this shows that the maximum performance gain due to two extra
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vCores and 10GB memory is only 6%. Both of these two findings seem
to show that the maximum average obtainable PassMark score with the
specified storage is about 650 ± 40 PassMarks.

The main concern here is the data transfer rate of the gigabit Ethernet
card of the SAN storage. The card is labelled with 1000/100 rate. This
tells the download rate is 1000Mb/s while the upload rate is 100Mb/s. The
bandwidth of the hard drive in the old desktop 300MB/s = 6Gb/s since
the hard drive has SATAII interface. This tells that the SAN storage of the
test-bed was not optimal. Therefore it is not appropriate to generalise that
VDI desktops perform worse than the new desktops since the results are
constraint to the hardware used in the test-bed. If one uses better SAN
storage and servers of that have graphic processors, an example could
be one of dell PowerEdge (C4130, R730, T630), then outcome might have
different. The challenges mentioned here trigger future work to that should
investigate the topic using servers that have graphic processors and with
power full SAN storage.
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Importing users to Active Directory

Registration form shown in figure 1 has been used to create the students’
user names that match their system user name. This was of course
voluntarily and those who does not want to register will get user name
the author of this thesis.

Figure 1: Registration form distributed to the students to get custom user
name and password.

Configuring Storage for test environment

Configuring iscsitarget on Ubuntu 14.04

In listing 1, one can observe that the iscsi_trgt package was not available at
the repositories of Ubuntu, despite update trial.

1 root@ubuntu2015 :~# apt−get i n s t a l l i s c s i t a r g e t
2 Reading package l i s t s . . . Done
3 Building dependency t r e e
4 Reading s t a t e information . . . Done
5 i s c s i t a r g e t i s already the newest vers ion .
6 0 upgraded , 0 newly i n s t a l l e d , 0 to remove and 23 not upgraded .
7 root@ubuntu2015 :~# vi / e t c / d e f a u l t / i s c s i t a r g e t
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8 # i s c s i t a r g e t has to be enabled and save the f i l e .
9 ISCSITARGET_ENABLE=true

10 # r e s t a r t the i s c s i t a r g e t s e r v i c e
11 root@ubuntu2015 :~# / e t c / i n i t . d/ i s c s i t a r g e t r e s t a r t
12 * Removing iSCSI e n t e r p r i s e t a r g e t devices : [ OK ]
13 * S t a r t i n g iSCSI e n t e r p r i s e t a r g e t s e r v i c e
14 modprobe : FATAL: Module i s c s i _ t r g t not found .
15 [ f a i l ]
16 root@ubuntu2015 :~#
17 root@ubuntu2015 :~# apt−get i n s t a l l i s c s i _ t r g t
18 Reading package l i s t s . . . Done
19 Building dependency t r e e
20 Reading s t a t e information . . . Done
21 E : Unable to l o c a t e package i s c s i _ t r g t
22 root@ubuntu2015 :~#

Listing 1: iSCSItarget on Ubuntu 14.04 server

Configuring targetCli on Ubuntu 14.04

In listing 2, iblock storage and iscsi target are created. The remaining shows
how a target can be created and make the target available without enabling
secure connection. In production network, CHAP authentication would
have been used to secure the connections between the target and initiators.

1 /> cd /backs tores/ i b l o c k
2 /backs tores/iblock > c r e a t e lvms1 dev=/dev/ubuntug0/lvms1
3 Generating a wwn s e r i a l .
4 Created i b l o c k s torage o b j e c t lvms1 using /dev/ubuntug0/lvms1 .
5 /backs tores/iblock > c r e a t e lvms2 dev=/dev/ubuntug0/lvms2
6 Generating a wwn s e r i a l .
7 Created i b l o c k s torage o b j e c t lvms2 using /dev/ubuntug0/lvms2 .
8 /backs tores/iblock > c r e a t e lvms3 dev=/dev/ubuntug0/lvms3
9 Generating a wwn s e r i a l .

10 Created i b l o c k s torage o b j e c t lvms3 using /dev/ubuntug0/lvms3 .
11 /backs tores/iblock > cd / i s c s i
12 / i s c s i > c r e a t e iqn .2015 −04. vdi . i k t : 5 5 5
13 Created t a r g e t iqn .2015 −04. vdi . i k t : 5 5 5 .
14 S e l e c t e d TPG Tag 1 .
15 S u c c e s s f u l l y crea ted TPG 1 .
16 / i s c s i > cd iqn .2015 −04. vdi . i k t :555/
17 / i s c s i /iqn .2015 −04. vdi . i k t :555 > cd tpgt1/
18 / i s c s i /iqn . 2 0 . . . i k t :555/ tpgt1 > luns/ c r e a t e / i b l o c k /lvms1
19 / i s c s i /iqn . 2 0 . . . i k t :555/ tpgt1 > luns/ c r e a t e / i b l o c k /lvms2
20 / i s c s i /iqn . 2 0 . . . i k t :555/ tpgt1 > luns/ c r e a t e / i b l o c k /lvms3
21 / i s c s i /iqn . 2 0 . . . i k t :555/ tpgt1 > p o r t a l s / c r e a t e 1 9 2 . 1 6 8 . 1 . 1 6
22 / i s c s i /iqn . 2 0 . . . i k t :555/ tpgt1 > / s e t a t t r i b u t e a u t h e n t i c a t i o n =0 \
23 demo_mode_write_protect=0

Listing 2: Configure targetcli on Ubuntu 14.04 server

When you successfully add the LUNs , the device page of the iscsi
storage adapter will be populated with the three disks as it is shown in
figure 2.
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Figure 2: The LUNs of targetcli on Ubuntu 14.04 successfully mounted on
ESXi1 host
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Figure 3: The four main steps needed to generate virtual desktops for users
by using VDI-in-a-Box.

Deploying VDI in a Box useful screen shots

After accepting the license agreement you will get welcome page as in
figure 3 and tells you the steps in their order.

Figure 6 show how to easily assign users a template of virtual desktops.

As it is shown in figure 7, one can select to connect the periphery
devices on the top tool bar.
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Figure 4: A golden image is selected as a base image.

Figure 5: Verification request prior to creation of desktop templates
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Figure 6: Assigning pre-created VDIusers domain group to a template.

Figure 7: The test image is up and running on Citrix Receiver
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